May 10, 2009
Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
US Army Corps of Engineers
Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128
Dear Ms. Brand:
I am not an expert on water regulation. I only know that water should not be for sale. Wyoming needs
to keep its water. Our state may only have 600,000 people, but we need water for our abundant
wildlife, fish, and our ranches and homes.
A decrease In flow in the Green River will increase water temperature. Higher temperatures will kill our
cold water fish like salmon and trout. The Green River already flows into the Colorado and on to Las
Vegas and California. There are people in southwestern Wyoming that treasure their fishing on the
Green River.
A decrease in flow wili kill the amount of trout food produced and warmer water will cause more algae
to grow. Algae growth takes over in warm temperatures and leaves no oxygen for the fish.
We do not need another pipeline out of our state with our resources. Our natural gas is piped out of our
state; our coal is railroaded out of our state; our oil is refined and railroaded out of our state. Our wind
will be harnessed and blown out of our state. I am adamantly against our water being piped out of our
state.
We already fight with Nebraska about water on the North Platte River. We fight with Montana over the
Tongue River. Colorado has chosen cities and development over their natural resources. Wyoming
needs to keep Its trout streams and rivers as clean and pristine as possible, so tourists and younger
generations can see what nature and wide open spaces look like. We treasure our way of life. No
precedent should occur that will take or alter our natural resources. Our state is not for sale to other
states.
If the Colorado billionaire wants to spend money for water, he needs to build a desalination plant and
pipe it in from the ocean.

We have owned a business in, UT for the past 12 years. We purchased the business
because of the recreational uses around Lake Flaming Gorge and the fact that the town
lacked an adequate grocery store. We have the only grocery store within 47 miles of
Manila. We have one of !!Ie largest privately-owned businesses in Manila, employing an
average of 15 employeesLThe economy of Daggett County is almost entirely dependent
upon tourist visits. What will happen to this fragile economy should the lake be lowered
to levels that would devastate the tourism in the area?

J

What would be the economic impact to the marinas as the lake is lowered and boat ramps
no longer reach the lake?
What will happen to the existing water right holders to the lake?
Will this impact the agricultural concerns in the area that depend on the water for their
living?
Will the power that is now being generated at the dam be diminished with less water
flows in the lake?
What will happen if an extended draught occurs? The long-ternl impact of an extended
draught would devastate the tourism industry in the Flaming Gorge Recreation Area.

C

If storage of water in the Flaming Gorge Dam is depleted during a draught year, how will
the flow requirements for the Endangered Species be maintain~t whose cos:O

[Water is always a volatile issue in the we~ is distressing to us that the huge monetary
investment we have made in a small town will be lost. Had we been aware of this issue,
we would have never invested the money in that area]

,

__
-;r We want to be assured that all concerns from area residents are being considered.
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September II, 2009

Ms. Rena Brand
Project Manager
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.,
Littleton, CO 80128-6901

Ms. Brand,
I am writing to submit comments in support of the Regional Watershed Supply Project (RWSP).
As the Chief Executive Officer of a local business, an outdoorsman, and a proponent of
conserving our State's natural resources, I have a vested interest in projects and initiatives that
seek to address Colorado's water scarcity problems. Therefore, I appreciate this opportunity to
respectfully submit comments that supplement the verbal statements I made during the scoping
session you hosted in Denver regarding this proj ecl.
I strongly support continued due diligence to explore the RWSP as an important mechanism to
addressing Colorado's current and projected water shortfalls. In addition to delivering
desperately needed water to Colorado's Front Range, the RWSP has the potential to be designed
and developed in a manner that provides benefits for natural resources conservation while
resulting in minor environmental disturbance relative to other water delivery projects currently
being considered throughout the State.
Therefore, I was pleased to hear comments made recently by Governor Ritter on 9 News l that
were consistent with my beliefs regarding the potential benefits of this project for Colorado. In
responding to a question regarding the State's plan to address water shortages, the Governor
stated his interest in exploring potentially beneficial projects such as one that would "take water
out of Flaming the Gorge Reservoir, bring it across Southern Wyoming and up into the Front
Range."
The Governor made clear that, because there is no remaining water on the West Slope available
for appropriation, it is important for Colorado to think creatively in identif'ying water
infrastructure solutions. This, he stated, is one of the underlying reasons why interested parties
are seriously considering "the Flaming Gorge Project because it's water that's not appropriated,
it's not in Colorado, but Colorado can lay claim to some of that [water]"

I See Governor Ritter's comments trom the August 16,20099 News program "Your Show." at
http://www.9news.comlvideoldetault.aspx?maven playerld-tullpageplayer&maven reterralPla
ylistld-dc3d7ce 1ge95532068a3c43d2t47206ae2407790&maven reterralObject-1216509045

Finally, Governor Ritter stated unequivocally his goal to ensure that Colorado has the ability to
"add population to the Front Range and fmd an adequate water supply without drying up
agricultural land." I couldn't agree more.
In addition, a vacuum of accurate information and an excess of misinformation currently exists
regarding the potential conservation benefits of the RWSP, as well as the scope of potential
environmental impacts development of the project would have relative to alternative projects
currently being considered. I am therefore pleased to have this opportunity to comment on these
important issues.

I have a vested personal interest in ensuring that our State's water, the lifeblood of our natural
resources and economy, is available in sufficient supplies to sustain our unparalleled natural
treasures while also benefitting agricultural producers and other water-dependant businesses.
For these reasons, I respectfully submit the attached comments for your consideration. Please
contact me at 303-922-8366 if! can answer any questions or provide any additional information.
Thank you in advance for your consideration of my comments.

Sincerely,

Comments

The Need
A study conducted by the Colorado Water Conservation Board identified a need for an
additional 409,700 acre-feet of water for municipal and industrial purposes in the South
Platte River basin by 2030.
To meet this demand, municipal water providers are increasingly looking to irrigated
agriculture in both the South Platte and Arkansas River Basins. The result is a loss of
irrigated farms and reductions in the base supply of water locally.
Additionally, growth in the Front Range will fuel demand for additional water from the
Western Slope through expansion of existing projects or the development of new ones.
That demand, however, competes with other existing and planned water uses in the
headwaters counties and on the Western Slope.
Environmental Impacts and Benefits
The RWSP pipeline would follow existing energy corridors to avoid disruption to
environmentally sensitive areas. Any disruption caused by pipeline construction will be
mitigated to the fullest extent possible. Unavoidable disturbances are projected to be
minimal and fully addressed within five years.
The RWSP can provide a water supply to Aurora and the South Metro Denver entities
which could obviate the necessity for further agricultural dry-up in the South Platte and
Arkansas basins.
The project creates an opportunity for existing trans-mountain diverters to utilize project
water delivered to their "front door" and forego trans-mountain diversions, leaving more
water in the headwaters of Colorado streams.

July 12, 2009

Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128

Dear Ms. Brand:
I have lived along the Front Range and, for the past 8 years, in southeastern
Wyoming. I know the amount of growth that has occurred to the south of us, and
I know what sort of pressures that has created for finding enough water for those
communities. Water should not, however, be the commodity of a single
individual. It should not be taken from a National Recreation Area that draws
millions of visitors and contributes to local economies. It should not be pulled out
of a river that is the home to four species of fish that are protected under the
Endangered Species Act.
The Million Water Pipeline strikes me as one of those water projects that, if
constructed, will lead future generations to shake their heads at our
shortsightedness. Now is the time that we should be teaching water
conservation. We should consider water, like land, to be a resource that might be
limiting in some communities. It is not up for grabs. The west has a long history
of water rights issues, but we need to remember that water, and the lack of it, is
what makes our environment so special. We should value our streams and lakes
because we don't live in the land of 10,000 lakes. Our wide-open spaces are
there, in part, because we don't have the rainfall of eastern forests. Our
wonderful sunny days are so many because we don't get Seattle's rainfall. If
individuals want to move to this part of the country to experience all these things,
then they should understand that thoughtful water use is part of that same
experience.
I strongly oppose the Million Water Pipeline. Please do not allow this project to
go forward.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
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Leon Rogina
50 Reliance Road, #144
Rock Springs, WY 82901

September 12, 2009

US Army Corps of Engineers
Project Manager
Denver Regulating Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing to you to let you know that I am against any person, agency or
other entity taking water from the Green River or Flaming Gorge Reservoir and
transporting it out of our state. If Colorado wants water for the Front Range, then
they should take it when the Green River enters their state. That would be the
most logical scenario and would be the less problematic for everyone. We are
not responsible for the water problems that they continue to get into.
I worked for the Bureau of Reclamation from 1983 to 1999, and thirteen of
those years were at Flaming Gorge. With the exception of the high water years of
1983, the Bureau of Reclamation complained of water drought and low water
levels in the Flaming Gorge Reservoir. Low water levels meant less megawatts
of power being produced by the three dam generators. You take three-55
megawatt generators and lose 5 megawatts per generator due to lower water
levels and that means 15 megawatts of power less being fed into the power grid.
So removing water from the reservoir does make negative impacts on the
recreation usage and power supplied to the system grid.
Hydroelectric power is the best supplied power, because there is no air
contamination, as with coal-fired power plants, and no contaminants being buried
or stored somewhere, as with the radioactive materials (rods) from nuclear power
plants.
Years ago, a friend and I floated the Green River between Fontenelle Reservoir
and Green River, Wyoming. The river was so low and so slow, the wind was
blowing our 6-man raft back up the river and we had to get out and pull the raft
downriver to our vehicle. That river varies very much, and to demand a fixed
amount of water out of that river is simply asinine. If our forefathers allotted a
certain amount to go elsewhere, then they were not being realistic and were very
unreasonable in doing so. The realistic approach to allotting other states a
portion of the water would be to talk in percentages of river flow, not acre-feet.
Acre-feet is a fixed amount that cannot always be supplied. The amount of water
that Colorado feels they are entitled to is just not a realistic amount in the
summer months.

In regards to the Front Range needs, there comes a point in time when there
needs to be someone of authority within the state or federal govemment to step
forward and initiate a "Zero Growth" policy. When the growth jeopardizes, or
threatens to exceed the resources that are available, then there is a need for
someone to be smart enough with have the authority to say "no more".
I worked for the BOR for three years in Mills, Wyoming (1985 thru 1988), and
one of the first things I was told when I started there, was that the Wyoming
forefathers sold most of the water rights on the North Platt River to Nebraska and
others. It was my understanding that Wyoming was trying to get those water
rights back. I do not want to see us have the same situation take place with
Wyoming and Sweetwater County on the Green River. We need to keep this
water within Wyoming for our own future developments, whether it be for
agriculture, industrial, commercial or residential growth. Maybe we need to be the
one to tell the Front Range and Colorado, "no more".

cc. Senator Barrasso
Senator Enzi
Representative Lummis

April 13, 2009
Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadswonh Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Phone (303) 979-4120
Fax (303)-979-0602
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing to express my concern over the proposed water pipeline from above Flaming Gorge reservoir to the
~olorado Front Range.fMy sense is that Mr. Million's intentions are monetary gain and that there would be
significant pressure fro\;(the From Range in support oflhis ventur.U

I

?

~orn my standpoint, Wyoming has everything to lose and nothing to gain from this lransacti~&..iS
l

my
~~derstanding that the Colorado River Compact over estimates the amount of water regularly available in

~ Colorado River and that the over allocation of Colorado River water has been widely acknowledg~Mr.

me

,
Million's proposal appears to be an effort to side step these realities of the river. This proposal seems eerily
f/; similar to the water grab in the Owens River Valley by William Mulholland at the tum of the 201h Century. The
" environmental impacts of that water grab are clear to us today and yet Los Angeles' thirst remains unabated.
{O They continue to look further afield to quench their unquenchable need for water.:::]

~y concerns are that this pipeline will draw down Flaming Gorge ReservoiJan

im a

local communities,
I
concerned about the
environmental impacts along the pipeline corridor to sage grouse and other species in a portion of the country
~q that is seeing increased pressure from the extraction industry~

~sheries and ecosystems that are dependent on the current flow out of FlamlOg Gorge

\"1

owever, my largest concerns center around the monetary impact to the recreation and tourism industries in the
Ir-ll/ta·tes of Wyoming and Utah. Many businesses depend on the Green for their livelih~y siphoning off
250'OOO acre feet per year makes me think that some decrease of flow out of Flaming Gorge is bound to occur
during drought years{!! climate change turns out to be true, then we are looking at a lot more drought years in
our future.
~

~'ZtJ

~""'his proposal is all about Mr. Million trying to make a lot of money by trying to slack the thirst of the Front
~
ange. ~ not believe that the Front Ranges' thirst for water will be permanently satisfied by Mr. Million's
~ropos~believe
~

that this proposal will lead to significant environmental and economic impacts in
Wyoming and Utah if it is allowed to go through

U

Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
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Ms. Rena Brand, Project Monager
US Army Corps of Engineers, Omoha District
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd
liMieton. CO B0128-6901
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I am writing these comments because I cannot moke your Public Seoping meeting in Vernal.
Utah regording the Million Conservotion Group's proposed project to withdraw water from the
Green River for Front Range development in Colorado.

I

l
3

I am retired from the National Pork Service and u.s Fish and Wildlife Service. My college
degrees ore in biology and agriculture. I presently eorn my living and work as a river outfiner
on the rivers of the Colorado Plateau. My family makes ils living ronching and forming
adjacent to the Green River in Jensen, Utah.

'I
.,

IT am requesting an extension of the comment period in order to reach a broader group and

II

fully learn the impads of this significant pro jed. Your Seoping Process centers oround
Northeast Utah, Southern Wyoming and the Front Range of Colorado. It is importantta
[) EXTEND AND EXPAND the process because thousands of people use the Colorado River to
earn a living and for recreation. Many of these people come from afor and ore unawore of
the affeds this project may have on them. Indeed many of them have experience with like
projeds in the Northwest and New England. Others, in the lower Basin States, may have
cancerns about water availability to them.]
I am opposed to any additional water withdrawals from the Colorado River System for a

variety of reasons.
[ihis proposed projed smacks of being part of NAWAPA, a 1970's water project that planned
to bring water from the Yukon River to the orid Southwest. When the Free Trade Agreement
fn\ was signed wilh Canada, one of their biggest concerns !fears) was that the Agreement would
(V include water withdrawals from Canada. Therefore I feel that the Canadian Government
should have opportunity to completely review and comment on the projecf]UD addition the
Unites States has never upheld its treaty commitment to provide water in the Colorado River to
(2)Mexico. The Mexican Government and United States Officials IState Department) should also
be given the opportunity to review the project]
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DEVELOPMENT:
file should have learned from our past actions that a project of this nature encouroges
inappropriate growth in an arid climate that has already exceeded its available wate!J§s
Front Range population centers expand eastward it impacts agriculture and thus food ond
@ energy production. The Colorodo front range papulation has already severely encroached on
agriculture. That process of reducing agricultural production an the Front Range creates
higher food and fuel prices. It further creates additional restrictions on agriculture because of
what some consider offensive odors, noise and similar things][herefore your SCoping should
-finclude the econ~ic effects an food and fuel production in the expanded Frant Range of
lVColorado.]
•

§odifying one drainage fo advantage another has ,aused great environmental problems in
If!) other oreas and there is li"le reason to expect this proiectto have any less prablemgLfhe
(j) affects of this praposal upon the Pia" River drainage must be a part of the study. That should
include changes to habitat, wildlife, and all other aspects of that ecosysteriiJ[!\dditional river
@l fiows encourages invQsion of non-native species, creates stress on native species and those
listed as threatened and endangere<DlIhe process of reducing flows, from an already over
allocated and utilized system creates changes from the micro-biotic level to the top of the food
@ chain. Our lives depend upon healthy and vibrant ecosystems. Reducing the health of one
ecosystem to encourage growth in another already over developed one hardly makes
IlM ecological. economic or lang-term sens~{[ust because we presently have the money and will
\C/ to construct a proiect does not mean that the proiect has valueJ
{}he full, and inclusive costs of this project must be determined prior to any consideration in the
"" EA/NEPA process. That includes annual and long term maintenance, any public bonding,
I'J additional related infrastructure ladditional Front Range reservoirs, increased sewage
treatment, pumps, et5}lIn order to properly evaluate the praposal you MUST include the cost
@to taxpayers of new roads, schools, police, sewage, and other like infrastrucfure in the target
area of the Front Range. That should include the "burn and move on' philosophy of "defunct
malls, city centers, and other infrastructure already in place. Who will bear the burden of these
costs and how will they be accammadatedD
(}lecause the proiect will obviously traverse unstable formations such as the Mancos shale and
Mowry shale unique engineering will be required. Travel over highways like Douglass Pass in
@Western Colorado will highlight the problems associated with ANY infrastructure development
through unstable soils and formations]

®

[}he increased populations these developers ore encouraging will be in crisis if on interruption
of flow is caused.... by any source, it is likely taxpayers will have to foot the bill of their excess
in those emergencies. How will the developers assure on emergency supply of water to the'
developments they encourage? Who will pay for that emergency water supply?.J
:
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(]ecause the project will require energy to move the water, the study should include the e~t I
upon already limited electrici , For example, will the project couse the increased cost of
Z.
@ electrici1t!0 other consumers in the electrical grid or it will require additional generotion
J
facilitiesfj
..,

~ nn addition construction and aperotion of the proposal will increase air pollution in areas that

?

~Iready have problems with ozone and other pollutant~[rherefore on air pollution study must ~
be included, and restrictions must be placed upon the type and amount of air pollution the
7
@
, project will generate - both in construction and operation. The increased Front Range
~
population, as on anachment to the movement of water to that location, will also increase air
pollution and must be included in the water study]

~

[finally, in the area of development, you must first determine carrying capacity for people,
business, wildlife, agriculture and other uses of both the target area of the front Range and
the entire Calorodo River Basin..Jrhat benchmark should proVide averoll guidance in whether
the taking from one drainage to another is even within the realm of possibilities.

1/

®

WATER AVAILABIUTY
Recent studies indicate there may be only 150,000 Acre Feet of water available in Colorado for
development under the Colorado River Campact'&urrently there are at least two other water
projects being developed in Caiorada alone, which rely on the Upper Colorado River system
@and there may alsa be a huge demands for water for lorge scale energy developments in
Colorado, Utah and Wyoming, all of which further reduces the amount available for other
6;'\Jses in the Colorado River systemJ!tihether these projects deserve merit to go farvvard should
~e included in your study]
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12
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17

1'6
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20

2.1

fr!ater may be available for those with Senior Water Rights, it appears that many downstream
users with Junior Water Rights will be deprived of water that should righffully be theirDlIhe
@ study should contemplate the effects on ALL downstream users, regardless of seniorityJ!he
legality of the project is in question, because the low of beneficial use states clearly that water
@in the Colorado River Basin con only be owned for projects like mining, agriculture and
industry] While use of water for households may be considered, certainly watering lawns IS
NOT A BENEFICIAL USE.

@

While Acre Feet is a measure of available water, doily stream now is also a reqUirement that 2~
~o
deserves consideration in the process.[Downstream are several Notional Parks and
31
Monuments. Although the water rights of many of those dedicated oreas have never been
quantified or filed upon, they hove Superior and Senior RightsJwater case lovv includes some 3Z
)3
of the following cases that apply to Notional pork Service Areas:
~5oIicitor's opinion #M-36914; June 25. 1979lFederoi NPS Wa1er Righlsl
+Uniled Stoles v Nevada; June 7, 1976; Devils Hole. !Death Valley, CA IEndangered SpeciesJ
-United Stoles vKansas; File #PN 011 February 1988; For1lorned. KS.

Among many other legal decisions.

3~

3"'
3~

17

Page 3 of 6

For example, Dinosaur National Monument possesses a water right to the flaws of the Yampa
River that dates to the 1930's praclamatian under which FOR reserved ihe canyon portion of the
monument. In 1980, Solicitor Krulitz of the Interior Department laid aut the water rights
possessed by porks and monuments. That Opinion, insofar as parks and monuments goes,
was never overturned; if was remanded 10 lower courts to be reconsider and was never
appealed. The legitimate water needs and rights of downstream National Parks and
Monuments must be considered even though they have nat been filed upon.

7

{]I large and rabust economy revolves oraund river running by private boaters and cammercial

~

outliners The ecanamic contribution of recreation in Uintah County, UT, for example, has
rivaled agriculture aver the past forty years] In this "energy extractive wonderland" even the
gas and mining industry has ranked a distant third (except for twa short periods!.
Over fifty river auffiners and ather businesses derive their incame directly from the Upper Green
River White water rafting in Ladore Canyon of Dinosaur National Monument requires a
minimum daily flaw to allow commercially viable 18' heavy rafts to navigate the rapids. In the
past up to 33' boats have been used in Ladare, but today that is unrealistic, and it reduces the
prafits of commercial auffiners in inventory and customers/boat At present the Isuppasedl
release fram Flaming Gorge Dam often falls below 800 cfs (when withdrawals in Brawns Park
are in affect!. That has caused outlining customers, to same extent, to already shun the "tame
waters· of Ladare for ather places. Any reduction in daily flaw will have a severe impact upon
these outliners, and the dependable ecanamic pyramid that relies an them] In addition, recent
draught-caused law flaws has effected the capability of white-water boating in Desolation and
Gray Canyons below... and beyond.
The difference in river gradient and side-stream gradient has caused many rapids to "baulderup· and passage becames more difficult. This is directly related to daily and seasonal
restricted river flaws. C!f would appear that for the heallh of downstream environments the
flaws SHOULD BE INCREASED RATHER THAN ANY DECREASE IN FLOW AT ANY TIME]
[ihe lowered level of Lake Powell has created a recreation depression in such places as Hite,
Utah an the Lake. It has increased contamination of water by human wastes along the share,
encouraged invasive species like tamarisk, white tap knapweed and Russian Ihlstle. The
lowered lake land riverllevels and have had ather far-flung affects. The CaE study must
include these varied and detrimental effects]
[EAinimum water flaws are reqUired for the maintenance of a number of endangered fish and
ather endangered/threatened plants & animals. Spring flooding of plains are reqUired for
spawning and eddy pools for survival. Certainly any water withdrawal cames into canflict with
the Endangered Species AcfJlD addition several State and National Wildlife Refuges are
downstream from Flaming Gorge. They range fram Utah and Colorado refuges and the
Brawns Park National Wildlife Refuges in Brawns Park. These refuges were primarily created to
mitigate the effects of Flaming Gorge Dam before the dam was completed. These are
therefore a high priority to consider However there are ather refuges including Ouray National
Wildlife Refuge that must have consideration]
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The effects of any withdrowal goes through and beyond the Grond Canyon National Park. {ihe ,
effects of non-normal flows has reduced sandy beaches, habitat, and had other negative
7
3
affects]The current drought has only recently brought some of these issues to our aMention.
GEOMORPHOlOGY AND AQUIFERS
@nce its development studies have shown that impoundments like Glen Canyon have a mass
that increases likelihood of earthquake. The study must delve into thai issue and assess the
geological dangers that may be caused by any reservoirs associated with the project. and their
affect with any other reservoirs within a reasonable distance. An earthquake study should be
part of the analysis]

Underground aquifers in Northeastern Utah, Southwestern Wyoming and Northwestern
Colorado have been largely untapped. The oil and gas industry has potentially polluted those
aquifers with trade secret liqUids used in the drilling/casing process. ~ is likely these aqUifers
will need to be used for the future of the already-established communnies in the region.
Anyone who has traveled the Colorado River above Hne. as Lake Powell has receded, will
recognize that rivers and lakes recharge aqUifers.
[Bow will the removal of water far the project affect aquifers, including the percentage of
pollution of those aquifers by oil and gas drillingf]
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AGRICULTURE
Many downstream users are farmers who do not aivvays use their allocation of water from in
stream flaw. Agricu~ure. in the Uintah Basin is only rivaled by recreation as primary
contributars to the ecanomy.f!,ny wnhdrowals must recognize the right of agricu~urol users to
demand the water they have right to when that is required]

lONG TERM
2/
Because of the magnitude of thisj'raject, its potential impact upon economies, environment
and the many unknown affects. [he developers MUST be required to show bond to caver ANY ZZ
problem directly or indirectly associated with their proposal. This band should exceed severoI 23
trillion dollars]
z<{
t~
Tao many times in the past, unforseen problems associated with these sort of projects fall
upon others. In the meantime the developers have taken their profits and are nowhere to bee Z~
found. We do not need a replay of asbestos, abandoned mines. and other such sort of
17
Zg
preposterous schemes that stress short-term profit of a few aver the lang-term costs they
2'1
create.

tFinally, the study must determine the human. industrial and business carrying capacity of the
'tront Range of Calarada]Haw much is tao mUCh. must be an integrol port of this study. ~
some sort of boundary is nat established. this project will be fallowed by endless proposals;
somewhere alang-the-line enough is enough.
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I appreciate the opportunity to comment an this proposal. and request to be added to any /
mailing list or other form of interested party notification that you might maintain.
2.
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Ms. Renta Brand
Regulatory Specialist
U.s. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver, Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128
RE: Million Water Pipeline
Ms. Brand,
I am opposed to the Million Pipeline Project. The Green River serves the water needs of Southwest
Wyoming. What will happen during droughts and the heralded global warming? What will happen to
the wildlife that depends on the plants and the animals that rely on the water from the Flaming Gorge
Reservoir and the Green River? What about the destruction of the areas where the pipeline will be
built along 1-80?
I am originally from the Great Lakes area - and I know that some SW states were looking at grabbing
our water for their uses. I remember driving through Las Vegas and other towns in Nevada and Arizona
and New Mexico - and I saw automated sprinkier systems watering the grassy medians in 107 degree
temperatures at noon. That is not a good use for precious water!
Here is the problem - if there is no water where you want to live - then don't live there - or bring it
in by truck. Cities were established all over the United Sates where there was water - on lakes and
rivers. It was a necessity. Settlers did not bring water from 200 miles away in order to build their dream
homes. They found areas where there was water - and built their farms and cabins there. And if the
water dried up - they moved on.
And as we all know, most private enterprises of this magnitude do not survive the expected financial
backing that dries up. But once you build it, it will have to be maintained by me - the taxpayer that will
get no benefit of the pipeline - and may actually reduce my water levels over time.
Let the water be. Don't turn over a requirement for survival to one man or organization.

? Cf.-I :::r '-(
ADDITIONAL CONCEQNS THAT NEED TO BE ADDRESS£D
To make this a viable project, one must look at the entire life of the project
and all of the expenses balanced against the potential benifits.
D'Existing Pipelines (Much of the proposed location is already occupied.)

(j) 'Cathodic Protection (Many of the soils have high salt content and would be
corrosive. )

0J

'Geology (There are landslides along the proposed alignment.)

;~'Spoil disposal (A 10 foot pipe would need a big ditch and would leave a big pile of
Vdirt after it was underground.)

r)

'Maintenance (There would need to be maintenance and its associated expense
and disruption adding to the cost of the project.)
Abandonment (As with all things human, the project will eventually be abandon.
Do we wish to saddle our grand children with a ten foot ditch as the pipe
collapses?)

Hello, '

~

Please see the attached letter.\:I am totally opposed to the diversion of
GReen River water from Flaming Gorge Reservoir to the Front Range. My
justification for this view is expressed in the attached letter.
hank you.

Wednesday, July 15, 2009
Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
U.s. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver, Regulatory Office
9307 s. Wadsworth Blvd.
littleton, CO 80128
Dear Dr. Brand:
t am an Environmental Scientist, teaching and researching at a local university. My particular expertise is on

watersheds and water issues.Uhe idea of transporting Green River water to the front range (Denver and
other cities on the east side of the Rocky Mountains) is totally preposterous and outrageous and should not be
considered.

1. [The Green River ecosystem is already stressed by dams and other with~wa~eriparian and river
ecosystems would be jeopardized by such a large withdrawal of wate b9lorado pikeminnow,
razorback sucker, humpback chub, and bonytail fish are protected under the Endangered Species Act.

IQ

If their populations were to be further jeopardized by this proposed water grab, it would result in
difficulties up and down the river and its tributarie~he question must be asked of a resource
management agency: what is your responsibility to protect non-human species?, hat is your
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here are many reasons for not allowing this interbasin water transfer:

responsibility to protect a resource that provides a refuge for endangered species'Cj
2.
further problem with lower flows in the Green River are increased water temperatures, higher
salinity, and intensified algae blooms. These have the potential to kill trout and other sport fig.More
importantly, a pristine river section through Desolation and Gray Canyons will be of much less value in
terms of tourism and "wild river" enjoyment.]
3. ~ is not good public policy to turn control of public water to one individual so that person can become
a water broke~ater abundance and quality is ultimately a "commons" and must be managed for the

0

broader goodJ~ling it for water to put on lawns is not a good usu
4.~inallY, the Front Range folks must come to the realization that growth has lim~ You may have had,
in your past Biology courses, a lecture on "limits to growth." Iffolks wish to live in a desert, they must

accept limits on water. If folks live on the Front Range, they must be aware that water will be a limiting
factor. We can engineer processes to bring in water from the Arctic, if we have to. However, we must
ask: should we? How far can we go to "eat the earth???!!"
Sincerely,

November 17, 2009
Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Re: Scoping Comments on the Regional Watershed Supply Project ("RWSP") Proposed by
Million Conservation Resource Group (UMCRG")
Dear Ms. Brand:
I am a resident of the Town ofSupcrior in Boulder County. Colorado and also a current student
at the University of Colorado School of Law. I am providing comments on the seoping of the
proposed RWSP because of my interest in the project and its potential impacts. My interest
stems in part from my academic experience conducting legal and policy research on the water
systems of orthern Colorado, including the various projects proposed to provide water for
increasing consumptive demands in Front Range cities. However, my interest with regard to
RWSP is also based on my current residency in a Front Range city, where I am a user of
municipally-provided water. Thus, if the RWSP were to be eventually permitted and built, the
water proposed to be diverted from Flaming Gorge Reservoir in Wyoming could one day reach
my tap. I strive to be an infonned water user/consumer, especially as a resident of the arid West,
and would like to ensure that the water which flows out of my faucet has reached me via the
most efficient and least negatively impactful route.

~ased on the current details available on RWSP, including its lack of identified water users,

I do
not believe that RWSP is ripe for evaluation by an Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS"), and
such an EIS cannot !)JJly evaluate the impacts and costs of, as well as the potential alternatives to
RWSP at this timiJfb$ discussed below, I urge the Corps to suspend any further EIS process on
RWSP until additional infornlation is presented by MCRG. Based on the purposes of the
scoping process, the critical importance of a thorough review of alternatives to the proposed
project, and a recent Bureau of Reclamation study on water availability in the Green River, as
well Colorado and Wyoming law on water transfers, MCRG's current application with the Corps
is not ripe for the EIS proces'~pecifically, users of the proposed RWSP water must be
identifi~eforethe Corps should expend any further resources evaluating the application under
NEPA. dditionally, I also suggest reopening the comment period for scoping on this project
due (0 e Bureau's extremely relevant study that was only made known to the public at the tail
end of the scoping comment period. Thus, the comment period should be reopened so as to
allow the public to take the fmdings from the Bureau's study into account when providing
feedback to the Corp on the EIS process's proper scope.J
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The Regional Watershed Supply Project proposed by Million Conservation Resource Group
seeks to divert 250,000 acre-feet/year firm yield of water from two separate diversion points on
the Flaming Gorge Reservoir and the Green River in Wyoming via a constructed pipeline to
proposed water storage reservoirs in southeastern Wyoming and the entire Front Range of
Colorado. MCRG proposes to use the RWSP to deliver 25,000 acre-feet (at) annually to water
users in the Platte River Basin in southeastern Wyoming, while delivering the other 225,000 af
of project water to users in the South Platte and Arkansas basins in Colorado. In an average or
wet year, proposed diversions would increase to between 322,000 and 360,000 af. RWSP's
pipeline transportation would be approximately 578 miles in length, with sixteen natural gas
powered pumping stations along the route. Reservoir storage would consist of new storage
capacity of279,OOO af spread throughout three reservoirs, and electrical power would be utilized
for water withdrawal and at RWSP water storage facilities. I While total project costs are
estimated to be S3 billion, no specific water users and associated water delivery systems have
been identified at this time. onetheless, the Corps has begun its review of the project under the
ational Environmental Policy Act ('"NEPA"), currently at the scoping stage for an
Environmental Impact Statement.

Purpose of the Scoping Process
I(
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While the Corps' Public Scoping Document provides that the purpose of the scoping meetings is,
in part, to "[i]dentify reasonable and practicable alternatives for the proposed project," the
Document goes on to state that "[a]fter specific water users are defined, water delivery systems
will be detennined as part of the proposed project facilities.,,2 The fonner statement may have
been one put forth by project proponent MCRG in its application to the Corp, but in a Public
Notice, the Corps explicitly states the following:
Critical questions, such as how much water is available and who will use the
water, will be answered through the NEPA process. Those questions must be
answered before the Corps detennines whether to approve or deny the pennit. 3

ill)

(secause answers to questions on available water amounts and identified users are foundational
elements of RWSP that should be detennincd prior to engaging in the NEPA process, the Corps'
statement that answers will come before a penn it is issued or denied does not adequately ensure
~<
an effective review process throughou9ilisues related to identifying the amount of water
available and end users of the project water areifaramount importance, not only for the Corps'
ability to evaluate project alternatives in the EI but also for estimates on water available to be
diverted by RWSP without impacting or jeopar izing listed species under the Endangered
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I U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District. Regional Watershed Supply Project £IS,
https:llwww.nwo.usace.army.millhlmVod-llfeisIRWSP-EIS.hunl (Iasl visiled Oclober 26. 2009).
2 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha Disuict, Public Scoping Meeting Posten and Maps 3-8. ami/able at
hltps:llwww.n.....o.usace.army.millhtmVod-tlleislrwsp.scoping.public.scoping.info.apr-09.pdf.
1 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Omaha District, Public Notice 113 - Comment Period Extension to September 28.
2009 3, Augusl 11.2009. ami/able at hnps:llwww.n.....o.usace.army.millhtmllod-tVeislRWSP-EIS.html
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Species ACI) Additionally. the Corps further recognizes that its decision to begin the EIS
process at this time is not without its critics, by addressing the issue through a statement on its
website:
~
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In the case of the RWSP, many have questioned why the Corps began the EIS
process without having definitively detennined the amount of water available for
use in Colorado under the Colorado River Compacts, or without definitively
knowing who would use the water. After working with MCRG, as well as
coordinating with the Bureau of Reclamation and Bureau of Land Management,
for more than one and a half years, the Corps detennined that the project requires
an EIS, and that now is the correct time to begin the NEPA process. Preparation
of the EIS is being funded by MCRG, through payment ofa third·party contractor
who is under the direct supervision of the COrpS.4
In spite of the statements from the Corps and MJ3.CG, the critical question ofuwho will use the
water" should be answered prior to EIS drafting~While MCRG may be funding EIS preparation,
the process nonetheless is not without the Corps Incurring institutional. administrative, and
opportunity costs. which must be covered using public fundSJIThe Corps must expend
significant resources to engage the public on RWSP, and wnrt~the length to which the Corps
goes to engage the public is commendable, it should nonetheless also be carried out in a wise and
efficient manner. If the Corps rushes to begin the NEPA process and prematurely engages the
public with inadequate infonnation, then it may have to subsequently duplicate or supplement its
efforts later by again engaging the public when the scope of RWSP and its project alternatives
are more thoroughly understood. Thus, although a year and a half of coordination may not seem
like a hurried process, the public's current questioning of the Corps' decision is predictive of
resources that the Corps will have to exhaust responding to similar concerns voiced by the public
in the future. The Corps very well could have made better use of that time and resources on any
number of tasks benefitting~heublic, while waiting for MCRG to definitively address key
questions about its proposa. nstead the Corps has decided to begin down a path of EIS analysis
that will build momentum or a vaguely defined project, potential leading to unnecessary conflict
and sunken pennit costs, both private and public.

:J

Beyond citing the duration of time that has thus far been spent on coordinating on RWSP, the
Corps does not specify any further rationale for beginning the ElS process without MCRG first
confirming any specific water users. 40 C.F.R. § 1501.7 describes the scoping process and sets
forth the following reservations in paragraph (c):
An agency shall revise the determinations made under paragraphs (a) and (b) of
this section if substantial changes are made later in the proposed action. or if
significant new circumstances or infonnation arises which bear on the proposal or
its impacts.

Udentification of the specific users of RWSP water likely qualifies as significant new infonnation
relevant to the RWSP proposal and its impacts, and thus. at the point when such users are
identified, the Corps must revise its initial detenninations made during the scoping processJ
• https:llwww.nwo.usace.army.millhtmUod-tUeisIRWSP-EIS.html
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Therefore, in the interest of efficiency and thoroughness of the Corps' NEPA EIS process,
MRCG must first identify its proposed users prior to drafting of the EIS.

Regulatory Requirement of a Rigorous Evaluation of All Reasonable Alternatives
[Dnder the Council on Environmental Quality ("CEQ") regulation al40 C.F.R. § 1502.14,
alternatives to the proposal at issue are described as "the heart of the environmental impact
staternent." Additionally, 40 C.F.R. § 1502. 14(a) goes on to slale that agencies must
"[r]igorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives." In light of the fact
that the proposed RWSP has yet to identify specific water users for the imported project water,
neither the Corp nor Ihe third party cootractor (AECOM) that ill be preparing the EIS will be
able to meet the above slandard set by 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a).
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Go illustrate the specific nature of the problems stemming from the lack of identified users of
RWSP water, one need only look to the other water projects currently undergoing Environmental
Impact Studies by the Corp's Denver Regulatory Office. Halligan-Seaman Water Management
Project, Northern Integrated Waler Supply Project (' ISP"), Windy Gap Firming Project, and
Moffat Collection System Project all propose to increase finn water supplies to Colorado's Front
Range. However, in contrast to the proposed RWSP, the other above projects are sponsored or
co·sponsored by municipalities and other users who seek to use project water to meet future
projected demand. Thus, identified users for such projects all also qualify under RWSP's broad
identification of potential water users ("agriculture, municipalities, and industries focused in the
vicinity of the three proposed water storage reservoirs," including "users in the South Platte and
Arkansas River Basins in Colorado"). S However, because users have not been identified for the
proposed RWSP water, it is unclear whether any of the other above mentioned projects would act
as alternatives to RWSP, or divert water from the Colorado Basin, thereby resulting in less water
available to be diverted by RWSP under the 1922 Colorado River Compact and 1948 Upper
Colorado River Basin Compact.}n sum, the RWSP proposal cannot be evaluated in isolation
~m other proposro pmject0
The aforementioned CEQ regulation mandating the Corps to "[r]igoroursly explore and
objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives" implicitly demands specific infonnation related
to identified users of RWSP water. If lvlRCG were able to identify a particular city, irrigation
district, or other user that has committed to purchasing RWSP water, then at that point the Corps
will be able to objectively evaluate the alternatives available to meet the current or future water
demands of that specified user. Only then will the Corps be in a position to weigh the costs and
benefits of RWSP or other alternatives associated with such particular uses, as well as the risk
involved with relying on the fmancial solvency of such specified users to pay for projcct costs.
Until water users are identified, RWSP cannot be sufficiently assessed, nor can any alternatives
or potential injuries be identified to satisfy the alternatives requirements under 40 C.F.R. §
1502.14.

U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha Dislrict, Public Scoping Meeting Poste~ and Maps 8, Ol'ailable or
hups:llwww.nwo.usace.anny.millbtmllod-tlfeislrwsp.scoping.public-scoping-info.apr.Q9.pdf.
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Disputed \Vater Availability Assessments
[i)te United States Bureau of Reclamation's recent initial assessment on the amount of water
available to be diverted from the Green River in coming years difTers dramatically from that
which is proposed to be diverted by RWSP, calling into question whether any of the alternatives
proposed by MRCG are viable. 6 The Bureau of Reclamation estimates that 165,000 af/year is
available to be diverted from Flaming Gorge Reservoir, 85,000 af less than the diversion
proposed for RWSP:"'1fhe chief of the Water Resources Group for the Bureau of Reclamation in
the study highlights the disparity from MRCG's proposal:
Salt Lake City that
~but{>€

dr'afted

'I think Mr. Million's aware of our numbers, and we're not sure where he gets his.
. . . Certainly what we saw in this study, _~~ou can see, does not support his
numbers. But maybe he has something else. ~
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(Such uncertainty on MRCG's sources for water diversion estimates, coupled with the lack of
identified users, further supports the view that alternatives to the RWSP cann~ accurately
established at this time, and therefore RWSP is not yet ripe for the EIS proc~ed on the
Bureau's assessment, it is highly possible that MRCG's proposal and the Corp's ElS process is
based on a flawed assumption concerning the amount of water available to be diverted from the
Green River and Flaming Gorge Reservoir. If the Corps were to continue with its currently
stated intentions, under 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9 the Draft EIS "prepared in accordance with the scope
decided upon in the scoping process:' would likely be "so inadequate as to precluded meaningful
analysis." In such an instance, the Corps would be required to "prepare and circulate a revised
draft of the appropriate portion," or would have to prepare a supplement if "there are significant
new circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing of the
proposed action or its impacts.':J
\Iurge the Corps to make their best effort to avoid replicating the current NEPA process
L1rustrations related to pennitting of the Northern Integrated Supply Project, where the Corps is
currently engaged in a Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement. The permitting
process for NISP has already cost project participants $7 million, as well as untold hours of the
Corps time and valuable resources.:J

~ Gstead, as alluded to above, the Corps' should reopen the scoping process to public comment, so
'2-et
3D
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as to minimize the risk of having to prepare a revised draft. The public was not able to spent
sufficient time reviewing the Bureau's critical assessment of water availability before the RWSP
comment period c10s ,and thus submitted comments likely do not reflect concerns raised by
the Bureau's studylJThe Bureau's estimates on the amount of water available to be diverted also
raises Endangcrea1;pecies Act concerns because the assessed available water is determined in
relation to the overall amount of water that can be diverted from the Green River without
6 See Ben Neary, Feds: Not Enough Green Ri"er Water lor pipeline. DESERETNEWS (SALT LAKECrnr), SepL 21,
2009, amifable at bup:/Ifindartic1es.comlp/artic1eslmi qn4188fis 2009092lfai n35678282f
1
Id.
• 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(.)(2009); 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(o)(IXH)(2009)
') http://www.gladereservoir.orgfDocsINISP_Web_s!alUs_Sept2009.pdf
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potentially jeopardizing any listed species. If the Bureau's estimates are correct, the amount of
water proposed in RWSP will raise serious ESA concerns, thereby only bolstering the claim that
the EIS is not currently

ripe-J

Direct Conflicts with Colorado and \VyonUng "Vater
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High Plains A & M, LLe v. Southeastern Colorado Water COlJsen'ancy District, 120 P.3d 710
(Colo. 2005), the Supreme Coun of Colorado affinned the dismissal ora water transfer
application that had sought to "change water rights historically used for irrigation to anyone of
over fifty proposed uses in any of twenty-eight Colorado counties."IO The Court concluded that
the applicant could fe-file "when a definite location or locations for beneficial use of the water
can be identified in the applications and confinned in the water court's proceedings." The
implications of such a recent decision on Colorado water law regarding proposed water transfers
for broad use in unspecified locations should be strongly considered when evaluating the current
fitness of the RSWP pennit application for EIS preparation. Specifically, portions of the fact
pattern in High Plains are strikingly similar to RSWP, as the applicant in High Plains argued
..that it has had some 'discussions' with 'water users' in fourteen of the twenty-eight counties
listed in the applications, but admits that it has 'not entered into any contracts for use ... ' of the
water rights it owns or controls~

Going a step further than the scenario in High Plains. MRCG does not yet even have the
necessary water rights that it is proposing to divert with RSW~cquisition of such rights will
likely implicate provisions of the 1948 Upper Colorado River~~n Compact ('tJpper Basin
Compact"). Because RSWP proposes to divert water from the Green River to southeastern
Wyoming and Colorado, this water WOUl~likly count toward each state's annual apportionment
of water under the Upper Basin Compact. And while the Upper Basin Compact allows water
diversions from one State for use in anot. er to count toward the latter State's annual
apportionment, it seems likely that MRCG would need approval from the States before doing
so.13 Thus, approval from Wyoming and Colorado should be sought, and the conditional water
rights decrees necessa~for the RSWP should be obtained prior to any further review of the
project by the Corp~: ccordingly, pursuant to WyO. STAT. ANN. § 41-3-115, applications for
transfers of water CtrrS e the state require approval from the Wyoming State Legislature.
Although it is unclear whether this statute applies to Upper Basin Compact water, the Corps
should perfonn due diligence in ~Ying the matter, and might reasonably demand j!Jcgal
opinion from the Wyoming State Attorney General before proceeding with the El~~bove all
else, it is unprecedented that a water project of the proposed magnitude of RSWP oe allowed to
begin proceeding through the EIS process without first obtaining conditional water rights for the
water it is proposing to put to use. As a result, the Corps should require such steps to be taken by
MRCG to obtain the necessary water rights before proceeding any further through the EIS~
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the scoping of the proposed RWSP. While I

10

High Plains A & M, LLC v. Southeastern Colorado Water Conservancy District, 120 P.3d 710 (Colo. 2(05).

II/d.
12 Upper Colorado River Basin Compact, art. III, (aX2) (1948) (providing Wyoming with 14 percent and Colorado
with 51.75 percent of the water available for use each year by the Upper Basin under the Colorado River Compact).
II See id, an. VII, IX.
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understand that these comments are submitted after the posted deadline of September 28, 2009, I
hope that you will nonetheless take my comments under consideration. Due to the nature of my
comments regarding the ripeness of the proposed RWSP for NEPA review at this juncture, I
believe my comments are relevant to this review process. Based on all the reasons cited above, I
respectfully request that the Corps include these comments in the administrative record, reopen
the comment period on scoping, and withhold funher action on the Draft EIS for RWSP until
key questions about this project are answered and presented to the public.

Respectfully submitted,

7

May 18,2009
Ms. Rena Brand
Regulatory Specialist
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128
MCRG.ETS@usace.army.mil
Dear Ms. Rena Brand:
Hello, are names are Isabel and Rachael, and we are two
sixth grade girls that live in Laramie, Wyoming. We are
researching water rights in our Social Studies class, and we would
like to comment on the project you are about to start. Please do not
allow the Green River project to happen. It would affect
Wyoming's economy, hurt the environment, cost millions and
might not be able to be finished.
Wyoming tourism comes from the Green River and people
visiting Flaming Gorge. 250,000 people visit Flaming Gorge
every year. If the water is diverted, the river will not be as
magnificent, and Wyoming's tourism economy will fall. Wyoming
is known for its spectacular wild places, and they should be
protected.
Four species of fish on the Endangered Species list live in the
Green River. The dam on the Green River already stops some
water from passing. The large volume of water that this project
would remove, 250,000 acre feet per year, from the Green River
could hurt or even cause extinction of these fish populations.
This project is huge. It involves moving water over 560
miles and building pipeline on public and private property.
Although we understand that Colorado needs more water for
development, there must a better or cheaper way to provide more

water for Colorado than to drain water from Wyoming's wild
places?
The cost of this project is estimated at 4 billion dollars.
These projects typically take more money, and who will pay for
the difference? How are you going to be able to afford to purchase
the private land the project is being constructed on? What if
people won't sell? How will the water be divided, and how will
this affect the Colorado River Compact?
There are a lot of questions about how this project will work
and not enough information on how it will affect the environment
to make a sound decision.
As kids we believe we should make our world a better place
for when we become adults. We feel being younger we can really
make a difference and be heard by taking small steps around the
house like starting to tum off water when it's not in use or taking
shorter showers instead of long baths. However, only adults are
capable of taking bigger steps like preventing big projects to
happen that will affect other states and people negatively. Please
hear us out and consider stopping this project.
Please contact us if you have any comments or questions at

©
©THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU©
......................................................................................................................................................
©

I am against this project for the reasons listed below:
(J..am deeply concerned about this proposal to take 250,000 acre-feet of water from
both the Green River and Flaming Gorge in Wyoming, sent it through a to-be built
pipeline across southern Wyoming with the aide of Mbooster stations", 4 reservoirs,
and end up as a privately sold commodity in Colorado.]
[!he lowered~t
r levels in the Green River will not be clarified by the amounts of
water needed; h hares/levels of Flaming Gorge Reservoir ill be wered to a
point where e famed kokanee population will be
Colorado
decide that the State of Colorado needs additional water to ~ rele~d to them to
clarify their silted streams, we in Wyoming will not have the Vo@!.er to release; we
may not have enough water for our own users and recreat0rt..j
My family has taken fishing and camping trips to Flaming Gorge Reservoir: these
trips have been great fun: good fishing, swimming, boating, and camping. From the
comments and projected estimates of how FlaE1·ng Gorge would be affected by the
reduced water levels, I thin~ththere will be 1) fewer people who will visit the
Flaming Go~earea leading
2) reduced Inco e for the businessesiiound that
local area, ) reduced incom
r Sweetwater and the rest of Wyomln 4)
ThotentiafJpro terns for the wildlife and ranchers in the arecDand m s importantly:
~reduction in the ability to grow economically in that entire7'egion. Water is vital to
growth and well-being; without it, there will be a huge reduction in quality of life,
and a bit dramatically, in life itsel(]
realize that the Wyoming water concerned is unappropriated, however, the water
~s in Wyoming. Mr. Million wants to take the water from Wyoming, make use of our
land in WE'i,ing to transport it via pipeline, and sell to the highest bidder in
ColoradO?, hy can he not take the water from out of the Yampa Rive~-n
Colora~, uild his pipeline to Pueblo directly and sell it at that poi . I
believe that the Platte River Basin can do without his offer to make 25,000 acre- eet
of water available in return for our current water levels, potential of growth, and a
continuation of excellent recreatioo...p~amingGorge.
I am very much against this proj~ note that at both of the meetings in Green
River and Laramie, a huge majority 0 a endees were/are against this project. The
people of Wyoming need to continue to be heard-:]
Please keep me posted on the developments; and thank you for this opportunity to
express my comments.

threaten~d~and~~~Uld
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April 19, 2009
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Memo to: Wyoming Governor Dave Freudenthal
Copy:

Date:

Mayor of Green Rivet Hank Castillon
Mayor of Rock Springs Timothy Kaumo
Sweetwater County Commissioners
August 19, 2009
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Subject:
Water: State managed diversions needed: Permanently fixed water allocations:
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is in the process of preparing an EIS for Mr. Aaron
Million's proposal to divert 250,000 acre-feet of water from the Green River to the Front
Range of Colorado. The Corps usually takes comments from sister agencies and political
leaders but discourages meaningful comment by the general public. Their comment
period was quickly closed after a token meeting or two. Some of these meetings have
been more than entertaining, and often threatening.
Water has been flowing to the dollar for more than 100 years here in the west. Mr.
Million's proposal is driven by water shortages that have been occurring from Fort
Collins to Denver and beyond. Ground water aquifers are also drying up at a rapid pace
and soon there will be no water left for domestic use, crops, grass, or trees. Without tight
State and/or Federal regulation, there will be no more water left for Wyoming citizens
like you and me. It has already happened in Australia.
WYOMING: The little State without a big voice. It is time for Wyoming to seriously
address the issues involved in water law before we are driven back to the proverbial
"out-house with a monkey ward catalog." I will comment on the Australian situation
after briefly describing a bit of detail on what Mr. Million's water plan is likely to do for
the Front Range.
There is a lot of misunderstanding about how to measure water and the units that are used
in the trade. Some are simple and others are not, and it is easy to slip a decimal when
numbers are this big. Pumping continuously from the Green River will be needed when
and if Mr. Million's plan reaches full capacity.

Definitions:
Acre foot: There are 640 acres per square mile. Therefore water standing one foot deep
results in 43,560 cubic feet of water which we call an acre-ft.
i.e. (5280 x 5280 x I) 1640 = 43,560 cubic feet of water per acre-ft
One cubic meter of water is equivalent to 35.29 cubic feet of water
Water weighs 62.5 Iblcubic foot and there are 8.355 IbslUS gallon
There are 7.48 US gallons per cubic foot Call it 7.5 gallons 1cubic ft.
One acre-ft contains about 326,000 US gallons +1------Mr. Million's proposed diversion values-----250,000 acre-ft contains 81,458,000,000 US gallons (call it 81.5 billion) or
223.2 million gallons per day---9.3 million gallons per hour---155,000 gallons per
minute or 2,600 gallons per second. HUGE NOISY PUMPS INDEED.
Table 1 shows a breakdown of the various water consumption categories as they are
currently understood followed by an attempt to approximate the amount of housing to be
developed under Mr. Million's basic plan which calls for 250,000 acre-feet per year or
8.15 x 10 raised to thelOth power U.S. gallons. (81.5 Billion) The categories are from
DeViliiars text given in one of my former comments to the Corps. Attached.
A. Stressed water availability.
1,700 cubic meters per person per year or {60,000 cubic ft, 448,800 gal}
6,800 cubic meters per four-person housing unit. {240,000 cu ft, 1,795,200 gal}
In US measure this is 60,000 cubic feet per person or 240,000 cubic feet per
housing unit with a four person average capacity.

45,400 housing units

B. The minimum water needed to supply this same scenario that uses water to

grow their own farm products for food and raise livestock.
I, I 00 cubic meters per person per year {38,800 cu ft, 290,350 gal}
4,400 cubic meters per four-person housing unit {155,300 cu ft, 1,161,400 gal}
In US measure this is 38,845 cubic feet per person or 155,380 cubic feet per
housing unit with a four person average capacity.

2

70,100 housing units

C. Water level that is considered to be "scarce" i.e. Arizona, Nevada
1,000 cubic meters per person per year {35,300 cu ft, 264,000 gal}
4,000 cubic meters per four-person housing unit {141,100 cu ft, 1,056,000 gal}
In US measure this is 35,315 cubic feet per person or 141, ISO cubic feet per
housing unit with a four person average capacity.
D.

77,100 housing units

"Critical Level" of water supply required for survival ofthe poor; i.e. Africa
500 cubic meters per person per year {17,650 cu ft, 132,000 gal}
2,000 cubic meters per person per year {70,600 cu ft, 528,000 gal}
In US measure this is 17,650 cubic feet per person or 70,600 cubic feet per
housing unit with a four person average capacity.

154,300 housing units

Table 2. tries to put this data into perspective considering that water must be distributed
daily to the new housing units being built throughout the first and succeeding years. Once
supplied the need for the water becomes permanent. Commercial or industrial usage must
be taken from this potentially allotted amount either from reduction of home construction
or reduction of individual consumption rates, or both.
This summary showing Water Consumption Rates and "Housing Units to be built" is
intended to approximate how far the water will go, all things being equal, even though
we know they are not.
IT IS CERTAINLY NOT ADDITIONAL WATER ADDED ANNUALY --- over the
250,000 acre feet withdrawn per year per Aaron Million's Plan. There is no river in the
west that can supply an additional 250,000 gallons per year any or every year. Violation
of any annual withdrawal limit should be a serious offense since exceeding this
maximum would be intentionally robbing Wyoming. Mr. Million is not the only one
wanting water.
TABLE 2: Housing Units to be Supplied @ Various Consumption Levels.
[fhis scenario is an approximation and does not really presume
levels of affluence are equal in number over the population.]
A. gallons /person/day

1,230 (for all uses)

45,350 (4 person units)

B.

"

796

70,090

C.

"

724

77,100

D.

"

362

154,075

Potential Project:

Avg 778 affluence +/-

346,900 housing units

These are ball park numbers but not far out ofline without extensive study.

3

At the current rate of development along the front range of Colorado the water will be
used-up, possibly before the pipeline is completed. Other regional water sources will be
sought when a maximum of about 400,000 houses or 1.6 million people is reached.
This is not a panacea by any imagination. It will happen sooner than you think.

Australia - - - - Recently I ran into a saga of this nature that has already happened in Australia and been
carried to fruitation with devastating results. It is well written up in the
April 2009 publication of the popular National Geographic magazine. Numerous authors
and photographers were involved.
NG Staff writers; "Australia's Dry Run; The Murray/Darling Basin" Pg 34-41.
Robert Draper: photographs by Amy Toensing; "The climate betrayed him." Pg 42-45.
And lastly Martin Gamacho "Parched lands" Pg 46-59.

In the first article 'stressed farmers' meet to discuss slashed water allocations which
caused a 98 percent drop in rice production for two years. Sheep ranchers were forced to
sell stock to conserve feed and water. A dust bowl has been generated in areas where
there has been no rain since 1991. Tragic conditions caused by Government reductions in
their water allocation have taken place throughout an extended drought. Eighty five
percent of the farmer's water allotment was sent to Adelaide, Sydney an other rapidly
developing areas down stream. Government Allotments meant nothing. Is the
Government of Australia such a shady organization that they can take older water rights
from farmers and sell it to the highest bidder in Adelaide? Who in government stood to
gain? What example has been set for other Nations? For whom -- developers, bankers,
politicians? Are some of our States or the U. S. Government itself following the same
model with no preventative control. It would appear that taking water rights private
would eliminate much of the public's right to know and avoid political blame when the
laws are violated. This thing in Australia was no accident or lackadaisical oversight.

It seems to me we had a war between the States once before, way back in the forgotten
past. I am not suggesting a new water war but water is undoubtedly a potential "hair
trigger" throughout much of the world. Let's take a brief look at what the Government
did to the farmers in Australia who are seriously talking war.
On pages 48 and 49 we see a very large man-made lake surrounded entirely by upscale
housing developments. This was once a beautiful area in which to live, until it was
pumped dry to satisfy down stream users. It is now a dust bowl like much of the
surrounding area. Can this happen in the U.S. ? I am afraid it has already begun.
The western States have been in a prolonged doubt for at least eight to ten years.
Fontinelle Reservoir on the Green River has been very low for years and in 2009 it was

4

To: Concerned Citizens of Wyoming

Subject: Wyoming Water for Wyoming
April 30,2009

A long and huge 560 mile pipeline starting from near Green River, WY and
extending to the far reaches of the heavily developed "Front Range of Colorado"
(ending somewhere near Pueblo) reminds me of another massive water
development almost a century ago. Everyone interested in taking water from the
Green should read the gory details of the likes of Fred Eaton, Bill Mulholland,
Joseph Lippincott and the conflict between the U.S. Corps of Engineers and the
Bureau of Reclamation. This scam dates back 100 years. The target of their
conniving was the fast developing and thirsty city of Los Angeles and the need
for irrigation needs of the Imperial Valley. The name of the book that should be
read by everyone with an apprehension over the present proposal is CADILLAC
DESERT by Marc Reisner. First published in the United States by Viking Penguin
Inc in 1986. Then Penguin Books in 1987. A revised and updated edition by
Penguin Books followed in 1993. [HD1739.A17R45 1987]333.91'00978
87.76602 ISBN 01401.78244 (revised addition).
A more recent text which addresses the same issues on a global basis (there are
others out there) might be "WATER, The Fate of Our Most Precious Resource";
by Marq De Villiers; A Mariner Book, Houghton Mifflin Company. Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data; DeViliiars, Marq. Water: the fate of our
most precious resource/Marq de Villiers, P.cm. Originally published: Toronto:
Stoddart, 1999 ISBN 0-618-03009-3; ISBN 0-618-12744-5 (pbk.) 352 pp.
Reisner's book describes the sly and under-the-table purchasing of water rights
along the Owens Valley and around Owens Lake itself. The poor ranchers
around Lone Pine were told that the above group planned to develop a tree farm
and needed their water rights along the Owens River to make it successful.
Owens Lake was full to the brim a century ago and held water 28 feet deep. It
has been virtually dry since the Second World War ended. For a while the river's
nearly complete diversion permitted further development of Los Angeles and
Pasadena but now the favored water-target in the region is Mono Lake and the
Truckee River. Some are talking about bringing water from Canada via
Washington, Oregon, and the Columbia. If it were not for tourism and nearby Mt.
Whitney, the highest peak in California, the area would certainly be destitute.
Ranchers presently living in the area have nothing but sage and sand for their
livestock and blow sand in their face.

Note: Original document was several pages long. This page was
#1, which shows the references referred to in several later
texts pertaining to Mr. Aaron Million's water project.

1

fmally ftIled again. Despite an unusually wet year Flaming Gorge lacked about 5.5 feet of
returning to normal. Much of Wyoming's newly abundant water was passed on to the
lower States to increase the levels in Lake Powell down on the Utah-Arizona border. Had
the drought extended a few more years we would have arrived at the critical stage
Queensland finds it's self in today. Starving farmers taunted by unimaginable wild fires.
The thing that is lacking is water law to control excess development. Most mines and
industry are well ahead of the game. Carbon sequestration will probably come on line in
the next few decades and this will require more power and water. Although it is very
expensive, desalination of sea water is used in many countries in the middle east. We
should be looking into it for southern California, Arizona, and Nevada. It could be
potentially cheaper than Mr. Million's pipeline to Pueblo. Colorado cannot afford his
water unless the Wyoming tax payer pays the power bill and the environmental cost
involved in crossing over the divide. That is apparently why he does not want to take the
water from his own State. An excellent place for withdrawal from the Green River is
located in Colorado just north of the Gates of Lodore and south of Brown's Park National
Wildlife Refuge. It is doubtful that the Corps will seriously cost out such alternatives to
Mr. Million's plan in any detail. Taxation is where the rubber hits the road.
I suggest that everyone in Wyoming get down to the library and read about how big city
developers took rural Queensland to the cleaners. Any water taken from Green River
sources in Wyoming should be removed only after the streams cross into Colorado so that
all of the pipeline environmental and reclamation costs stay within Colorado. This is only
fair. Take it out above Dinosaur and it's all yours. There would be little or no State
interference except for release restrictions. Your savings in reimbursing Wyoming would
then cover the cost of getting it to the Grand Lake area and a second tunnel. End of
conflict.
Why should anyone expect Wyoming to carry virtually the entirety of the environmental
damage and reclamation costs. I once thought that students must have developed Mr.
Million's plan as a classroom project because of mistakes on the early drawings and
overlooked the dumping of damages and costs onto Wyoming and expanding their
program like the Government of Queensland did in Australia. He has recently brought on
a consulting group to keep up with his computer cartoons. Mr. Million is well aware of
the 1984 book "Cadillac Desert" by Marc Reisner and appears to be following the century
old Owens River plan to a tee.
It is time to limit the cartoons and look seriously into the market place factors and the
cost of delivered water per household -- including the tax burden. Using an inflation rate
of about 12 percent would not be out of the question under the current business
environment. I hope the Corps takes a long term imaginative approach to solving the
inevitable water problems of west.
August 19, 2009
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Removal of water from the basin would also reduce irrigation return flows making it more difficult for the
upper basin states to meet their obligations of7.5 million acre feet to the lower basin states and the United l..
-States to meet its Qbligations to Mexi;0J!t is for this reason that I suggest that ~Put and comment be
3
gathered from California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Nevada as well as the upper basin statev
't

~ (The economic ~al and environmental costs of pumping water over multiple mountain ranges would be 'S
quite substanti~ot only in terms of depletion of the natural gas resources but in the increased carbon
dioxide and other byproducts that would be released into the atmosphere]

1.\

to
I

'-I (

There are already many existing pipelines along the ro osed route 6:here are also multiple geologic
features such as faults and landslides. Combining these factors with the size of the ditch needed to place a
ten foot pipe beneath the surface makes the proposed route impractical.)

W

r

Given that most of the soils along the proposed route are basic and the pipeline would be transporting
~ater, extensive amounts of Cathodic Protection would be needed.

.'"
",-1-

The expected life of this project is an important factor because it will determine the total carbon footprint,
[ maintenance costs and abandonment procedures.
Reclamation, maintenance and abandonment procedures should be clearly spelled out and costs secured
with a bond of suitable size to take into account projections for inflation and changes in material
availability and technology over the expected life of the project. Given the size of the proposed pipe and
~he disturbances required to install and abandon it, this is a significant point.

I

I
10 \~

(ihe size and operation of the proposed reservoirs needs to be discussed as w~ven that we will need
to deal with winter and increasing drought over the lifetime of the proposed project, this too is a
significant issueJ
A more detailed explanation of the potential uses that the additional water might be used for would be
useful. This should include a projected life project and a projection of the cost of the delivered water.

C

~t1l) #~.\ ~Ik'-I'0~ fwJ

)t:L/tr'; .

Prior to such a large commitment of materials, water, effort, energy, and ecological operation, it would be
good to know what other efforts are being made to address the water shortages in the proposed area of
delivery. It would be much more palatable to me if I knew that every effort was being made to address
the issue prior to making such a large investment.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this project

If)
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2-1

Removal of water from the basin would also reduce irrigation return flows making it more difficult for the
upper basin states to meet their obligations of 7.5 million acre feet to the lower basin states and the United <States to meet its obligations to Mexico. It is for this reason that I suggest that input and comment be
,
gathered from California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Nevada as well as the upper basin states.
Lf

f.

The economic social and environmental costs of pumping water over multiple mountain ranges would be
quite substantial, not only in terms of depletion of the natural gas resources but in the increased carbon
dioxide and other byproducts that would be released into the atmosphere.

\0

-,

There are already many existing pipelines along the proposed route. There are also multiple geologic
'll
features such as faults and landslides. Combining these factors with the size of the ditch needed to place a "l
ten foot pipe beneath the surface makes the proposed route impractical.
1(:>

f

Given that most of the soils along the proposed route are basic and the pipeline would be transporting
water, extensive amounts of Cathodic Protection would be needed.

-(

The expected life of this project is an important factor because it will determine the total carbon footprint,
maintenance costs and abandonment procedures.

I

I

IL

Reclamation, maintenance for the life of the project and abandonment costs and procedures should be
clearly spelled out. The project should be secured with a bond of suitable size to take into account
projections for inflation and changes in material availability and technology over the expected life and
abandonment of the project. Given the size of the proposed pipe and the disturbances required to install
and abandon it, this is a significant point.

Q) The size and operation of the proposed reservoirs needs to be discussed as well[This includes the _

~

potential effects of increased groundwater infiltration, rapidly fluctuating water levels in desert soils, ice
's':.'ur]and~h and wildlife hazards]

)( A more detailed explanation of the potential uses that the additional water might be used for would be
(" useful. This should include a projected life project and a projection of the cost of the delivered water.
Bill Ritter, the governor of Colorado has made the following statement in his document "The Colorado
Promise, (http://coyotegulch.files.wordpress.com/2009/03/riUer policy book.pdD "Water diversions
come with enormous economic, environmental and social costs to the basin of origin. As with water
storage, I will promote all alternatives prior to diversions. If diversions must occur, ensuring just and
fair compensation for those basins will be my highest priority." This document should state how this
goal would be complied with
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this project
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HI, I'M

A RESIDENT OF ROCK SPRINGS. I OWN LAND AND

WATER RIGHTS IN THE GREEN RIVER DRAINAGE. I SERVED ON THE WYOMING WATER

"2....

DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION FOR 8 YEARS; FOUR YEARS REPRESENTING THIS
DRAINAGE AND FOUR YEARS AS A MEMBER AT LARGE.
I UNDERSTAND THE "BIG PICTURE"[UNDERSTAND THE COLORADO RIVER
BASIN DRAINAGE AND THAT IT IS SPLIT BETWEEN THE UPPER BASIN STATES AND THE
LOWER BASIN STATES. I UNDERSTAND THAT CALIFORNIA WOULD LOVE TO STEAL OUR
WATER. I KNOW THE HISTORY OF TRANSBASIN DIVERSIONS AND IDEAS FOR
TRANSBASIN DIVERSIONS OUT OF THE GREEN RIVER

(p

BA~ AM AWARE THAT THERE

ARE MULTIPLE DEMANDS FOR OUR WATER INCLUDING BIODIVERSITY ISSUES
_INVOLVING THE SQUAWFISH. RAZORBACK SUCKER AND THE HUMBACK CHUB.)
SANDSTONE DAM WAS

EVER BUILT AND THE CITIZENS OF THIS DRAINAGE HAD TO

SETTLE FOR A SUPPLEMENTAL IRRIGATION RESEVOIR KNOWN AS: HIGH SAVERY.

(2.
I3

(I ~LSO UNDERSTAND THAT QURING THE PAST ADMINISTRATIO_, yALE ~ORTON, (I
SECT OF THE INTERIOR, GAVE UPPER BASIN STATES WATER IN LAKE MEAD TO THE

-

.-

LOWER COLORADO RIVER BASIN STATES AND THAT HAS HAD A DIRECT IMPACT ON

~I)

1'5

'I'""

GLENN CANYON DAM, FLAMING GORGE AND FONTENELLE RESEVOIRS. THE WATER

-

-

LEVELS ARE WAY DOWN T SEEMS TO ME LIKE EVERYONE WANTS TO TAKE WATER

~' F~.?M THE GREEN RIVER WATER DRAINAGE)

@
}"1

-2-

( IT HAS NOT ESCAPED ME, THAT THE PROP?SED

_~IPELINE WIL:2::KE A ROUT~

Q

THAT HAPPENS TO PASS BY EIGHT; COUNT THE!\!!; _EIGHT MILITARYJtlSJALLATIONS. F. ?...

-.

E. WARREN AIR FORCE BASE, FORT CARSON,
BUCKLEY AIR FORCE BASE, SHRIEVER
.- -

")

._--_._~.

AIR FORCE BASE, PETERSON AIR FORCE BASE, THE AIR FORCE ACADEMY, AND THE

CD

CHEYEJ"!:NE MOUNTAIN AiR F9RCE STATI?N.' p,ND THE ROC!<-y' MC2~~IN ARSEN~L.
BY THE
_ _ "~ROCESS"
__._
M_

ISN'T THAT JUST AN ATTEMPT BY MR. MILLION TO EASE THE

ARMY CORP OF ENGINEERS? I DON'T SEE HOW THAT CAN POSSIBLY BE "THE LEAST

.-

-

COSTLY~OSTEVIRONMENTALLY EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE". THE "LEAST COSTLY,
MOST ENVIRONMENTALLY EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE" WAS

T~ MEASURING STICK

/0

THAT THE ARMY CORP OF ENGINEERS USED TO "PULL" THE 404 PERMIT ON THE
SANDSTONE DAM.

~E FRONT RANGE THAT IS TRYING TO STEAL OUR WATER. TfIEY A@ A~R1?AD Y @
(

TA~ING \\lATER FROM GRANBY LAKE AND SHIPP

(!)

PROPOSE

0

GJI IO.£O.RI.CQLLINi[WOULD

THE~ENLAR~~ THOSE FACIIL!'!:I5.S !.'-ND gAVE OUR WATER ALONj ~

liL{. ')
J 'S

RENA BRAND NEEDS TO GIVE US A FAIR SHAKE IN HER STUDY. I BELIEVE THE

®. ~TIZENS THI~RAINAG:
--IN

-

ARE PAROCHIALLY AGAINST

~NOTHER TRANSBASIN

DIVERSION AND WE KNOW THE ARMY CORP (OF ENGINEERS) HAS PLAYED AGAINST \
.

. ---

U§ INJJ:lEPAS~1

(f)

(9

(~

(I

-

.--

--.~

~ULD LIKE TO SEE THE BUREAU OF RECLAMA~ "G~ARAN=:

I

I~

<d

US

HIGHER.::EVE~~F WATER IN Fo~iTENELLE AN;;-FLAMING GORG~SED ON PAST
EVEN~S 1~~:.~r:::ESS IN THIS DRA~AGE; I AM SUSPECT OF A~Y INTER-AGENCY

Q
1.-1

BUREAUCRATS ON MULTIPLE LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT TRYING TO STEAL OUR WATEE 2-2.-

fJ) ANDEMITIN~ ~UR

POTENTIAL GROWTH. ]

-

.

0

-3-

r
FINALLY, I HAVE AS A CITIZEN, CAMPED, BOATED, HUNTED AND FISHED IN THE
FLAMING GORGE AND FONTENELLE AREAS AND CAN ONLY SUMMARIZE MY FEELINGS
WITH A SIMPLE "SCREW YOU"!

-

--

2..

3

I
1.-

This letter concerns the proposal to divert water from the Green River to the Front Range area of
Colorado and Southeastern Wyoming.

It should be considered, when proposing to move as much as 250,000 acre feet of water from one side
oftbe Continental Divide to the other per~r, tha(ib.e diverted water will no longer be available to
supply to the lower Colorado River states.
e water required to flow to the lower Colorado River
statcs will not have changed if this proposa goes onto development. It will be in a completely different
drainage basin(s). resulting in less water on tbe western side of the Continental Divide. Yet the upper
states will still be required, under whatever difficult circumstances they may be, to pass sufficient water
downstream~

[It should also be considered that there is NO guarantee on the incoming amount of water INTO the
Green River. Even if 150 years of data were collected and averaged, it would be an insufficient
foundation on which 10 build the plans of removing so much water from one area to anotherJ[Q.nsider
the National Geog~ahie article entitled "Drying of the West," published in the February 2008 issue of
the named magazine We learn from the tree ring study, mentioned in the article, thaI water levels have
heen much lower 1.
past. Who is to predict that they could not drop again in the future...or perhaps
go even lower? No man alive can guarantee if the innow into the Green River in future years will be
sufficient to meet its current needs~as well as those of another entire geographical area]

j

t~

\:Another consideration to be made is the effort that the proposed beneficiaries of the Green River water
are currently making to live within their means of current water supply. What conservation efforts are
being made to cut back on their development or water use? If current Green River beneficiaries are
expected to take a loss on th~· water supply, what efforts are the proposed beneficiaries making to cut
hack on their current usefJ
at entitles Front Range people to the Green River water more than Green
River area citizens"1\lnstea of pursuing "more, more, more:~rbaps the Front Range should consider
curbing their deveWpment to match their current available resources-rather than robbing another area
of its water:]
[in conclusion, it is the writer's hope that an honest, fair, and practical consideration will be given to the
many issues facing this proposed project of moving Green River water to Colorado's Front Range and
Southeastern WyominO

Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver, Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128
Dear Ms. Brand:
CPIease reject vigorously - meaning with a bodvlam - the "Big Straw' project to
divert water from the Colorado River drainag<:JLColorado east slope water users
are going to have to decide how their water should be used. If they want
agriculture and other thirsty water consuming uses to continue they will have to
either give agriculture a quota or subsidize water use for that purpose. I will
suggest how to begin at the end of this commenO
(First, it should be obvious that water diversions out of the Colorado should not be
considered, not only for this proposal but for any reason. Insufficient flows in the
Colorado River watershed should preclude consideration of this or any other
diversion.

.J

C,urther, any diversion should be a public proills;.t for public benefits. The
proposed project would privatize public wate(/l!s this to be unregulated?! the
Corps positioned to effect oversight of such a utility? Effective oversignfwould
require control~v who gets the water and how much they pay for it. pricing as
well as allocatio i the Corps equipped (by mandate, personnel, and attitude) to

&

regulate private

U

Ililies?]

Uhese regulatory questions are I hope made moot by virtue of provisions of the
Colorado River Compac This projec~uld be a hU~\l'istake on every score:
Qnstream benefi~~ternational treati~~1 diversion lI?J:ivatization of public
resource~ and@asting investment capit~proponen s proceed, much of their
front-end cost will be litigating and lobbying. A waste of resources, not 0W~
theirs but resources the Corps and other agencies must divert to respond~ere
is no way that this should be considered for public funds - grant or loan - and
proponents should have to post bonds to fund the environmental and economic
and legal analyses that should be don~
I cannot imagine that this proposal could pass muster on lell"1 or ecological
grounds but my expertise is economics, not law or ecologyUassert that an
economic analysis would not simply ask if B>C. A monopoly pricing study would
be needed. The monopolist can raise prices to allocate water to the "highesf
use, so the economic analysis must focus on what effects that would have under
laissez faire vs regulated pricing policies.

J

"

All such considerations should be moot. \iJ,e Corps should not waste its time
and talent on this proposal. "Big Straw" appears to be just one more "Big
Boondoggle.

J

What should the Corps do? Two actions are needed. 1.(Reject this proposqj]
2.(Sring east slope water users to agreement on how they want their water to be
use<QYou might call such an effort: Spaceship East Slope. I'll help you
organize it. Rule #1: no guns. Rule #2:

Sincerely yours,

April 13, 2009
Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District

Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128

Dear Ms. Brand:
As natives of Wyoming, we are in strong opposition to Aaron Million's Big Straw project that
would pump and divert water from the Flaming Gorge Reservoir for use in Colorado. We have a
long association with the Green and Colorado Rivers, both professionally and as
recreationalists, and are only too aware of the huge demands already placed on that river
system.

<t The health of the river, already stressed by dams and other water withdrawal, would be further

1 jeopardized by the huge withdrawals proposed by Million.
We urgently request that you deny consideration of this disastrous proposal.

l
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OPPOSE THE GREAT GREEN RIVER WATER GRAB!
SPEAK OUT TO OPPOSE GIVING WYOMING'S WATER TO COLORADO
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is preparing an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) to analyze the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of a
proposed water project in Wyoming and Colorado. The Corps is hosting two
meetings in Wyoming to receive pUblic input on the project.
April 14, 2009, 6:30 to 9 p.m., Green River High School, 1615 Hitching Post
Drive, Green River, WY
April 16, 2009, 6:30109 p.m., Laramie High School, 1257 N. 11th SI.,
Laramie, WY

We strongly urge you to attend and speak out about this water grabl
THE BIG STRAW PROJECT
Millionaire Aaron Million's company, the Million Conservation Resource
Group, is proposing a Big Straw project that would pump and divert water from
the Flaming Gorge Reservoir and the Green River east along 1-80 to 1-25 and
then south to Pueblo, Colorado. This 560 mile, 75 to 115 inch diameter pipeline,
would move 250,000 acre feet of water per year on a perpetual basis through the
year 2030 and beyond to Colorado's spawling and thirsty Front Range. Significant
draw downs of the Flaming Gorge Reservoir and the Green River not only
threatens fish populations but also the health of the river itse~ which is already in
jeopardy by large water draw downs particularly in drought cycles.
THE ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS
The Flaming Gorge Reservoir is not only a major recreational area for
Wyoming families but also a major destination for tourists. Major draw downs of
the reservoir will create problems for a National Recreation Area that draws 2.5
million visitors each year. This does not make good recreational or economic
sense for Wyoming.
The health of the river itse~, already stressed by dams and other water
withdrawal, could be further jeopardized by such large and continuous water
4/14/2009
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withdrawals. There are four species of fish that are protected under the
Endangered Species Act, and ~ their populations are threatened, it could result in
a domino effect of difficulties up and down the river. And it is hard to predict what
such a large drop in flows would do to the trout fishery in the tailwaters below the
Flaming Gorge Dam.

A TAXPAYER BOONDOGGLE
The cost of this project is estimated to be around $4 billion and Mr. Million
says he's willing to pick up the cost. However, this estimate does not include cost
over runs which always accompany large construction projects and assumes that
the project will be completed on deadline, 3 years in this case, which rarely
happens.
It will only be a matter of time before Mr. Million will have his hands in the
public trough with blended bonding authorities of water districts and municipalities
and we, the taxpayers and water customers, will be helping to pay for this
bocndoggle just like other previous major trans-basing diversions.
UNKNOWN AND NEGA nVE IMPACTS ON WYOMING'S COMMUNITIES
Then there is the question of how this water grab will affect other water users
on the Green River system. The river serves the needs of communities in
southwest Wyoming, and agricu~ural water users up and down the river could be
affected. Communities need to know how much water they can count on to serve
all their water users, particularly in drought cycles. That is why, in a letter to the
U.S. Corps of Army Engineers, the Sweetwater County Commissioners have
wisely opposed this project based on the need and ability to have a
dependable supply of water that will sustain future development.
A LEGAL CAN OF WORMS
The pipline will have to be built across hundreds of miles of private property,
entailing easement negotiations, and intrusions. The project also poses questions
about defining which states are entitled to which allotments under the Colorado
River Compact.
It makes no sense for Wyoming residents and water users to send Green
River water all the way across Wyoming to water the blue grass lawns and
fill the swimming pools of Co/orado's Front Range. Nor is it good public
policy to turn the control of the spigot over to one private individual.

If you are unable to attend and speak out at the scoping meetings, please submit
comments!
Written comments for scoping will be accepted until May 19, 2009:
Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128
Phone (303) 979-4120
Fax(303)979~02

4/14/2009
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E-mail addresstosubmitcomments:MCRG.EIS@usace.army.mil
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:

•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and vislt.Qti0n in. Fl?,ming Gorge !,!p.ti0~al R.e::r~~tivn L'\:CU
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

fAL

~ - cKeCUH-

u~,~

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signatu
Your name:
Your city, st
Your email
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 WalSworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
1 I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed ,.Supply Project
2 that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range ofColorado·lLbelieve the
~ environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great]

(D

If The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
? statern"nt th::l.t the Army Corps (\f Engineers is currently preparing:
" • (jjnpacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge ational Recreation AreaJ
7 • [Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
.~
rflow the reservoiO
9 • iliffec!S on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refug<;]
JD • [?ssessment of changes global warming may have on the now of the Green River and the water
II
available for existing uses and future growth.]
}Z • 1!mpacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

J

/3 Write in additional comments here:

}.; [do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
}<.- No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement)
Sincerely,
Your signa
Your name
Your city,
Your email

(j)
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

*,
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name:
Your city, state,
Your email addr
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July 16, 2009
Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
US Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver, Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128
Dear Ms. Brand:
As a concerned citizen of Green River, Wyoming, I am writing in regard to the pipe line
project that would take water from the Green River and Flaming Gorge Reservoir and
divert it to Colorado's Front Range and south.
I believe this project is unfair and environmentally destructive for the following reasons:
- The Flaming Gorge is a major destination for tourists but also for Wyoming families.
This National Recreation Area draws 2.5 million visitors a year and is an important
economic asset to Sweetwater County and Green River's local economies.
- The health of the Green River, already stressed by dams and other withdrawals, could
be further jeopardized by such a large withdrawal. Colorado pikeminnow, razorback
sucker, humpback chub, and bonytail fish are protected under the Endangered Species
Act; if their popUlations are jeopardized by Million's proposed water grab, it could result
in difficulties up and down the river and its tributaries.
- Increased water temperatures and salinity, decreased flow rates, and intensified algae
blooms will kill trout and other sport fish.
- Pipeline projects and water diversions can cause the spread of invasive and
destructive zebra and quagga mussels. Once introduced, they severely damage water
works infrastructure and cost millions of dollars in repairs and control efforts. Perhaps
worse, they severely degrade native fish habitat.
- The river serves the needs of communities, and businesses in southwest Wyoming as
well as agriculture. How will they be affected in drought years?
- Major capital construction projects often have major cost overruns. Although Mr.
Million says he will pay for the project himself ($4 billion). Overruns will likely be paid for
by you and me.
- It is not good public policy to turn control of the water spigot over to one individual so
he can become a water broker.
I sincerely ask that you take these points into consideration. This project has horrific
repercussions for many and I ask that it be stopped.
Sincerely,
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Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
US Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver, Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
r-

I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional 'Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the'
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature: _
Your name: -----Your city, state, zip
Your email address
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128·6901
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Walsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
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Dear Ms. Brand,
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I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet ofwaler each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great.
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, {Ommercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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ao no~ believe thi.s""r.oJ~t 56,oUl<1 move forward ~d would ur~elthe Corps of Engmeers to embrace the
No Achon alternative If It decides to prepare an enVIronmental Impact statement.
Sincerely,

Yoursign

Your name:
Your city. stat
Your email ad
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May 21, 2009

Regulatory Specialist
US Anny Corp Engineers
9307 South Wadsworth BLVD
Littleton CO 80128

Dear Ms. Rena Brand:
With regards to the proposal from Mr. Million not from Colorado -( but somewhere
else I am sure) to Take Water from the Green River in South West Wyoming.
····land all of my Family that Reside Work and Play are AGAINST this proposal.

".-:8

We wish to maintain our environments as they are. In the last 30 Years the influxes
v[o£~s·W(;lls have been enough to destroy places we have called our public lands.
:'this,Pipe Line would cut through the middle of sensitive migrations for Elk and
,., ...,:'Deer, let alone the water fowl and smaller creatures of the area. We are also avid
;i.:Angl~rs, we practice catch and release, to protect the environments we enjoy and
h~ve enjoyed for so many years.
Webdieve that this is more of OUR BIG GOVERNMENT TAKE OVER - Let's
':"drill in your back yard next! And your Supervisor's while we are at it Lets drill in
.. Town. DC We enjoy a short summer here as it is, winter is Cold NOT WET! Please take consideration for our envorment and our way of life here in the West.
Sincerely,

Shelley McDonell
Resident 30+ years

. ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

4119109
Dear Rena Brand:
I am writing to express my concern about the proposed Green River diversion of
250,000 A-It, of water in Wyoming, with the proposed pipe line routing to parallel 1-80,
and ultimately delivering the water to the Colorado front range.

As an engineer I am well aquainted with many of the Technical advisors working for
Aaron Million. As a consultant, I work as they do, and in effect, we all ride for the brand.
The expertise they bring on his side has nothing to do with the potential benefits to
society, or the costs. It is entirely driven by their billable rate, and hours of input.

C; With respect to this project, I note that the Colorado River compact, in effect establishes
"I "senior" water rights for downstream states. To date the Bureau has not forced this
10 issue, but the downstream reservoirs continue to draw down every year. Water

I' allocations in Arizonia, California, Nevada are already fully utilized, in what is defined as
J £- "beneficial" use. Houses, farms, casinos, golf courses, and so on.

I ~ Colorado and Wyoming have unused allocations from the Green River, and in those
,~ states the problem for more than 50 years, has been to figure out an economical
, ~ "beneficial" use. Western slope flood irrigated hay is a low value crop. So, their
,,, allocation has gone downstream. With an over-allocated system such as the Colorado
,1 River, you cannot say that water is unused. If it was unused, the Colorado River Delta
,</ in Mexico would not be so distressed.
,,, I am bothered by Me. Million's claim that no public funds will be used. Obviously, he is
').t> not going to put up 3.5 billion dollars of his own money. There would be tax free bonds,

').., long term contracts with public entities, and so on. As the present economy
p- demonstrates, eventually tax payers end up baling out such failed mega-projects.
~~

Wijh respect to the "shortage situation" in Colorado, I should note that almost 85% of all
,. -I consumptive water usages in the front range are still agricultural. When Aurora fully
)" depletes their aquifer, obviously their next economical water supply option is to
?-'<purchase these older water rights. Three decades back the Coors company purchased
~ 1 my Grandfathers' 1 inch of ditch right, to assure continuing supply for their beer
,..C{ production.

1- ~ The adverse affect on water recreation, downstream habitat for native and introduced
~"

cold water species, and the real cost to local economies from those losses should be
,\' fairly obvious. But having worked for the Bureau of Reelamatin, and on "Economic"
;¥studies, I know how easy it is to skew results to what is desired. In particular, an

,

assumption of continuing growth, inflation, and so on, when extended out for 50 years
1-can be used to justify almost any project in the world .

I

." I certainly hope the Corps will bring some integrity and balance with their review of this
~ Mr Million's dream. To me it looks a lot like a modern day salted gold mine confidence
(> game, and the only parties that will really benefit would be Aaron Million, and the people
~ working for him.
Sincerely Yours,

.:f1=
Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 WalSworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
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Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre·feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is cwrently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities ane.t visitation in Flruning Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts Oil Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the waler
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming
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Write in additional comments here:
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ul m ve forward and would urge the Corpro Enginee
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.

C..:....-' I iio not beltcve this projec(sh
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name:

:(......

_

_

Your city, state, zip:

_

..::======-

Your email address: _ _

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
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I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great.=
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signatu
Yourname:
Your city, st
Your email a

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

impacts on recreational opportunities and vbitation in Flaming Gorge Natio,la] Rccreat;on Are"
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name: _
Your city, state, z
Your email addre

,

June 22, 2009
Rena Brand, Project Manager
US Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S, Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128 - 6901
Dear Ms. Brand;
Your formal period for Public Comments on "Aaron Million's Private Water
Withdrawal from the Green River" is characteristically short for those no longer
acting as full-time watch dogs. I will therefore provide a copy of my April 14
concerns which draw attention to the history of the Owen's River involving the
drying up of Owens Lake by the developers of the Los Angeles area and the
irrigation of the Imperial Valley almost 100 years ago. I have looked into the new
proposal and find that ~ has not been adequately thought out. The contractors
and promoters involved in expansion of the Colorado Front Range will need more
water than Wyoming can supply even in a wet year.
I rely heavily on my understanding and personal knowledge of the Owen's River
s~uation which was well documented by Marc Reisner in his 1986 ( rev 1987 and
1993) Classic Book CADILLAC DESERT. There are numerous texts on this
subject, but I prefer one which addresses the numerical facts on a global basis
as well as the political maneuvering that sets such projects in motion. Such a text
might be 'WATER, The Fate of Our Most Precious Resource"; by Marq De
Villiers; A Mariner Book, Houghton Mifliin Company. Library of Congress
Cataloging-in-Publication Data; DeViliiars, Marq. Water: the fate of our most
precious resourcelMarq de Villiers, P.em. Originally published: Toronto:
Stoddart, 1999 ISBN 0-618-03009-3; ISBN 0-618-12744-5 (pbk.) 352 pp.
This latter document provides more data on the amount of water needed for
critical basic survival, sparse water situations, additional water needed to raise
food for a given population, and ultimately defines a level where water availability
is considered "stressed". These approximations are based on actual figures from
around the world and have little pol~ical adjustments from outside sources.
Obviously, people have varying experience and bias but these factors have been
addressed and discussed between many experts. There are probably other
books which present similar comparisons which should be reviewed as part of
the EIS for the current project. Failure to do so would lead to misguided
distribution of costs and potential taxation needed to sustain operations. This
project is not one for amateurs and involves many technical disciplines.

1

•

5. How many 'housing units' are pianned over the next

yrs?

6. What minimum "stress" level will current residents tolerate?
7. What is the long-term property tax rate at planned compietion?
8. Are there areas outside of WY and CO that have xs seasonal water
to store?
9. Is flooding in North Dakota storable in Kansas, Colorado or in the
Central Plains? Why are you locked into obsolete requirements?
10.What enforcement action will be necessary to prevent vandalism?
11.Who will take responsibility for quality control, emergency response
events, operating and distribution costs, security issues, and where
will they be located. Houston, Atlanta, and Chicago are not options.
This is a massive and very expensive adventure and rt does not
appear that anyone has considered any aspect of safety and
emergency response. It gives me the impression that this is a
classroom assignment.
12. When public meetings resuij in suggestions -- a group of fresh
drawings suddenly appear, example - to avoid the contamination
from Bitler Creek - and a down-stream intake point - a new
intake was established a few yards upstream of Bitler Creek which
will necessitate raising the water level below Green River. flooding
the Green Beij and thousands of dollars the town has spent in
developing river sports facilities and wildlife habllat. The intake also
must pass under the Union Pacific Rail Yard - a foolish thoughtless
modification. This is not an exercise for jokesters five hundred miles
away. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers should know better.
Lakewood and Golden were where I went to high school and college. Several of
my children have settled in Cheyenne, Fort Collins, Boulder, Loveland, and
Denver. I worked for a surveyor in Evergreen, Arvada, Broomfield, and an area
now called Thornton. The City of Denver had a population of about 350,000
back in the late 40's and early 50's. Look at it now. What was the annual growth
rate for the past 50 years for the various communities to be serviced by Mr.
Million's water venture? How many new homes, businesses, and shopping malls
have popped up since 1950? I understand someone at a public meeting
mentioned that 2,000 new housing unlls have recently been approved despite
the lack of water. The figures I found indicate that the water being taken from
the Green will not supply the Front Range for the any longer than it takes to
construct the proposed pipeline. Perhaps not that long unless serious

3
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•

changes in water demand are put in place. This means that taxes wiil possibly
force people to move away.
I don't like to be a party pooper, but this venture is as foolish as some aspects of
the Stimulus Package for Short Seilers and Investment Bankers. Relying on the
Green River to bail out unsustainable growth in Colorado can only bring down the
standard of living in the end. I would hope it never gets to the water scarcity of
South Africa but it already has in parts of Mexico and the western Indian
Reservations. The Anmy Corps of Engineers desperately needs to broaden it's
agenda to look seriously into how to avoid the pumping costs of running massive
pipe over the Continental Divide. It should be cheaper to build holding facilities
for Fargo flood water in several States than to run ten-foot diameter pipe over the
continental divide. We sent a man to the moon for less.
Americans have been spoiled for many years. The Turkish government does not
even tax many people in the far eastern part of the country since they have no
money to pay. They trade chickens for pigs, mud bricks for hand carts, and
bamboo for wheat. It is even worse in much of Africa where a loin cloth is often
the sale possession.
Water is the key to it all. When you've got it -flaunt it, waste it, and when you
don't -steal it. The basics of our society are ever present throughout this
program and wiil undoubtedly come to a head if the Corp does not get serious
about real affordable solutions with fewer cartoons and media directed hype.
The people of Wyoming are angry that private interests are trying to take pUblic
water -Buy The Government and seil it to the highest bidder.
Three or four town hail meetings and 30 days to comment before the gate closes
is a tactic used by the AEC before they were replaced by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission for even more outlandish nuciear mistakes in judgment. Don1 try to
emulate them -keep the public informed.

Food for Thought,

4

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901

/

Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature: _
Your name: _ _Your city, state, zi
Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Walsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
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Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative ifit decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature
Your name:
Your cily, Slate
Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream slates could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

1m acts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential gro'vth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and-would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature

Your name: _-'
Your city, state
Your email ad

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
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I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regiona\Watershed
Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Kecreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
. Your signature:
Yourname
Your city, state,
Youremailad

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of change:s global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signatur
Your name:

---------_

Your city, sta
Your email a

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Lmpacts on Wyoming's tlsheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global wanning may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature
Your name: -Your city, state
Your email

addr

PIPELINE PROPOSAL TO DIVERT WATER FROM
RESERVOIR TO THE COLORADO FRONT RANGE

FLAMING

GORGE

I am submitting the following comments in opposition to the proposed project. There are
numerous reasons for my opposition, but I have focused primarily on the fishery in the
reservoir and the potential impacts the project could have on this critical resource. Some
of the other issues would be the impact on the Green River above and below the dam,
Fontenelle Reservoir, our water treatment plant, increased salinity, and a host of other
issues. I am sure that comments will be forthcoming on these and numerous other
problems throughout the region that would be caused by this proposal. The information I
am providing has come from the following sources:
The Wyoming Game and Fish Department - WGFD
The Utah Division of Wildlife Resources - UDWR
The Bureau of Reclamation Website - BOR
The National Freshwater Fishing Hall of Fame
My own personal observations and the media
I first became aware of this project in an Associated Press article from Pueblo, CO on
10-1-2006. In this article, Mr. Million envisioned the diversion of 250,000 to 450,000
acre-feet of water from Flaming Gorge Reservoir to the front range of Colorado thru a
pair of 42" pipelines. His current request is for 250,000 acre-feet through a 120" pipeline.
If Mr. Million thought he could transport 450,000 acre-feet of water in two 42" pipelines,
why would he need a 120" pipeline to transport 250,000 acre-feet? It appears that this
may be a way to get a foot in the door, and that his real future plans are to take a mueh
larger portion of water through the privately owned pipe line. 1 am very concerned about
a private entity having control of the water in such a massive trans-basin diversion. Mr.
Million has declined to make publie any of the contracts that he claims to have. As I see
it, private control of this pipeline gives him more power over our water than any private
citizen should have.
The reservoir elevation at Flaming Gorge for the last 10 years has not reached the
maximum pool elevation of 6040 ft. The closest it came to maximum! pool in that time
frame was on 8-6-99 when it reached 6033ft. In the following years, the reservoir
elevation has varied from a low of 6008 ft. on 2-2-04 to a high of 6026 ft. on 7-24-05.
Thc elevation as of 4-30-09 is 6021 ft. The year 2007 was picked at random from data
available on the BOR website to calculate the percentage of total inflow that 250,000
acre-feet would represent for that particular year. The data shows that 250,000 acre-feet
would amount to 34.2% of the total inflow to the reservoir in 2007. None of us can
accurately predict the future, and the BOR data shows significant fluctuation in water
levels over the last 10 years. The issue of global warming or climate change must be
considered for its impact on available water in the years to come.
Flaming Gorgc Reservoir is divided into three areas for management purposes by the
WGFD and the UDWR. These areas are defined as follows:
1. The Inflow Area begins at the 6040 elevation below the town of Green River,
Wyoming. It extends down reservoir for 39 miles to the lower end of Big Bend.
2. The Open Hills Area extends down reservoir from there for approximately 28
miles to the mouth ofthe canyon.
3. The Canyon Area extends down reservoir for about 24 miles to the Dam.

The Inflow Area is influenced directly by the Green and Blacks Fork Rivers. The
eutrophic nature of this portion of the reservoir makes it especially susceptible to algae
blooms when reservoir levels are low. As the reservoir level declines, the algae blooms
move further south and have the potential to cause fish kills. In addition to this, these
algae blooms make the water very undesirable for fishermen, recreational boaters and
water skiers. Hydroacoustic data taken on an annual basis by UDWR has found that the
inflow area above Buckboard is where many of younger kokanee reside and some of the
biologists refer to this as "the nursery". All areas of the reservoir are impacted negatively
by lower water levels but the impact of lower water levels in the nutrient rich inflow arca
are particularly severe. Buckboard Marina and two boat ramps are located in this area and
all would be negatively impacted if this project were allowed to go forward.
The Open Hills Area consists of the Lucerne Valley Marina and 5 boat ramps. This part
of the reservoir has several significant spawning areas for the kokanee. Over the years,
bald eagles have found the areas where kokanee spawn and travel to these areas to feed
on the kokanee which die after spawning. About five years ago, I personally counted 37
bald eagles on a day in November at the spawning area near Holmes Crossing. In his
preferred proposal, Mr. Million plans on locating a diversion structure near some of the
kokanee spawning areas. Current attracts kokanee that have recent!y hatched, and there is
a very real possibility that the current generated by the diversion structure at that location
would cause them to leave the reservoir via the pipe line.
The Canyon Area consists of the Cedar Springs Marina and 3 boat ramps. It has shoreline
spawning areas for kokanee and they also spawn in Sheep Creek. Both fishermen and
recreational boaters utilize this beautiful part of the NRA.
Flaming Gorge Reservoir has a world-class kokanee fishery as evidenced, in part, by thc
world records that are maintained by The National Freshwater Fishing Hall of Fame in
Hayward, Wisconsin. 30 out of the 31 current world record kokanee in the Catch and
Release category and 20 out of the 28 current world record kokanee in the Kept Fish
category were caught in Flaming Gorge Reservoir between 1984 and 2008. It is an
astounding fact that 84.7% of all current world record kokanee tracked by the Freshwater
Fishing Hall of Fame were caught in Flaming Gorge. These statistics can be verified by
calling them at 715-634-4440. I believe that the facts presented here do validate my claim
that Flaming Gorge is a world-class kokanee fishery.
In addition to the kokanee fishery, Flaming Gorge has one of the best and most popular
lake trout fisheries in the lower 48 states. Lake trout over 50 lbs. have been caught in the
reservoir with the current lake record hitting the scales at 51 lbs. 8 oz. Thc lake trout
attract anglers from many other states which helps drive the economy in this area.
Kokanee are the primary forage for lake trout in Flaming Gorge and a decline in the
kokanee population would have a very negative impact on the lake trout fishery.
Fishermen from Utah, Colorado, Idaho, Wyoming, and California utilize this fishery in
large numbers. Anglers from many other states and Canada also visit this reservoir for
it's angling opportunities. An analysis was done that indicated Flaming Gorge anglers
provided $10,171,528 annually to the economy of the surrounding area. This figure is
based on an analysis of the value of an angler day that was done by the State of
Wyoming, and the number of anglers used to arrive at this number was from a creel
survey conducted in 2003. This figure does not include the money brought in by other
users of this National Recreation Area. Recreational use of the reservoir has increased
2

substantially in recent years, and has boosted sales for ski boats, personal watercraft, and
associated equipment. Results of the 2003 crcel survey in Utah determined that 50% of
the anglers were targeting kokanee. These statistics can be verified by the WGFD and the
UDWR. My personal observations of angler numbers targeting kokanee in the Wyoming
portion of the reservoir would be considerably more than 50% in recent years.
A study completed for the WGFD by Utah State University in the mid to late 1990's
determined that over 90% of the kokanee in the reservoir were a result of shore spawning
fish. The majority of the kokanee spawn in October and November, but the swim up fry
don't appear till sometime in May. Declining water levels during the November to May
time frame have the potential to leave the eggs out of the water and unable to survive. It
is critical that the reservoir elevation be sufficient to protect the eggs if we are to have a
viable population of kokanee. If this project goes forward and we begin to see lower
reservoir elevations from year to year the spawning areas would be adversely affected.
The kokanee would be forced to spawn in areas that have become silted in over the years,
which would severely impact the success of the spawning effort. These two factors
combined would be the "perfect storm" and could eliminate entire year classes of
kokanee from the reservoir.
Normally, when a project causes a negative impact on an area the entity causing the
problem is required to take measures to mitigate the damage done. Mr. Million should be
required to take measures to restore the kokanee fishery if this project causes a significant
decline in the resource. The number of kokanee required to replacc the fish that are
currently available would be enormous. It would probably require providing a hatchery
for this purpose. The number of fish required to replace what is currently available would
have to be determined by the WGFD and UDWR. There is also the issue of cxtending the
boat ramps if they end up out ofthe water and become unusable. Mr. Million should also
be liable for correcting that problem if it should arise. The marina operators should also
be reimbursed for moves that would be required if this project results in them having to
make large expenditures of time and money. This project is all about money for Mr.
Million's organization at great expense to us and our very way of life. He has come to
Wyoming because the people of Colorado have blocked all other attempts to divert the
water from within their own state. Thcre are other options available in Colorado, and [
would suggest that Mr. Million use his expertise and money to pursue those options.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these issues.
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80 I28-690 I
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Dear Ms. Brand,

I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

•
•
•

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

Your email
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd,
Littleton, CO 80128.0901
Dear Ms. Brand.

I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colomdo. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great.
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge ].Jational Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the rcservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global wanning may have on the now of the Green River and the watcr
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agriculturaJ, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not belicve this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No AClion :l1temative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely.

Yoursignature:
Your name:
Your city, state. zip
Your email address

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .

The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•

•
•
•
•

on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming
I1J1p'lCtS

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.

Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name: _
Your city, state,
Your email

address
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•

><::.
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

- - - - - - - . - ._-------- .•. _-I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name: _
Your city, state,
Your email addr

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 WalSworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre· feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I beljeve the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in thc environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreationai opportunities anti visitation in Flaming Gorge Nation:l! Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on tlle Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the now oCthe Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments bere:

1 do not believe this project sbould move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature
Your name:
Your city, state
Your email address:

_

.::(CSIo<oO
Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers. Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Walsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
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Dear Ms. Brand,
Tam writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
_~_

•
•
•
•

lmpacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorgc and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Scedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engim..-ers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:

-

Your narne:

''''ZP7¥-------_

Your city, state, zi
Your email addres

;;2J,lJ~/'-------

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
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Dear Ms. Brand,
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I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recr('.ation Are~
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signatu
Your name:
Your city, sta
Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flamjng Gorge National RecreatIOn Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for exjsting uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

_-

_

_-----

_

Your signature:
Your name:

Your city, state, z

_

Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Linlelon, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
1 am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre· feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great.

The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Sccdskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global wanning may have on the now of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and fUlure growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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- - - - - - - - - - _.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

Your narne
Your ei'y,
Your email

--------

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Kecreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Sincerely,
Your signature
Your name:
Your city, state
Your email ad

-----

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 WalSworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,

T am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year t~ the Front Range of Colorado_ t believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation AIeea,,-_ _
lmpacts on Wyoming't.. fisherieS-in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global wanniog may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural. industrial. commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name:
Your city, state, zip:
Your email address:

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:

•
•
•
•
•

Inlpacts Oii rccr.e~tion~l ~pport'Jnities a.1""!d yis~t9.tion in Flaming G0rge l'J(ltional Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

_

Your signature:
Your name:

_

Your city, state, zip:

_

Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:

..
..
..

.
..

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in FlamiIlg Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

...

.."-'

..~

I~S project should move forward and would urg; the Corps of Engineers to embrace the

No Action alternag.ve if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
1'.

Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name:

_'\l-

Your city, state, zi
Your email

ad

----

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
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Dear Ms. Brand,

~Pn~ject

I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Wa;;lhed-SuPPlY
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I-oelieve the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be toc great. .

The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts 011 recreational opport\lrlities and visitation in Fla.rning Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.

Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statem"nt that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently !,reparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe tlris project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signat
Yourna
Your city, s
Your email
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd,
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand.
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•

•
•
•

Impacts p.D.recrc~tiona1 opportunjties ancLvi~itat~QI!i..~'¥.!1ing9.£l~ge N.!.tio!1~_ R~~a~on Ar~_
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural. industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

1 do not believe this project should move forward and "would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.

Sincerely,
Your signat

_

Your name:

_

Your city, st
Your email

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd,
Little'on, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms, Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great.
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global wanning may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write"n additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engmt:t:rs to embrace the
No Action alternative ifit decides to prepare an environmental impact statement,
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Yournarne:
Your city, state.
Your email add

<.L-!,--------

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name:
Your city, state,
Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,

t
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I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the·
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name:

Your email addre

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
eilVironmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•

•
•
•

!!Tlf'~ct, 0'1

recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature
Your name: _
Yourcity,stat
Your email ad
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Ms. !tena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineer.;, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office

9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littletnn, CO 80128-6901

\

Dear Ms. Brand,
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I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional
ershed.$upply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet afwater each year to the Front Range of Co rado~liev:ihe"
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be
grea .
~

Y The fonowing environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the enviro

6

ental impact

statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•

•

pacts on rec~tionaJ opportunities and vi.sit8ti$!" in Flarn\og Oorge..NationaJ R
pacts on Wyoming"s fisberies in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on U

below the reservo•
ffeels on the Seedskadee National Wildlife RefugJ
'
• CAssessment ofchanges global warming may have on the flow of the Green Riv an 'ilie water
available for existing uses and future growth ~
• [Impacts on agricultural, industrial. commercial and residential growth in southwest wyominrJ
/"J? Write in additional comments here:
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I do
believe this project should move forward
would urge the Corps of Engineers to
No Action altemati vc if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office

9307 WalSworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Wuershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre~feet of water each year to the Front Range of Col\'lrado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be '000 great.

The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the envirot.mental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engincers is currently preparing:
Impacts ooccreationaLopportunities and visilation,in Flemjng Gorge National ~t8atiOl:) Are~'l •
lmpacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global wanning may have on the flow of the Green River and :be water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

•
•
•
•
•

.
Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe thjs project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

Your signature:

_~
_

Your name:
Your eily, stale, zip
Your email

address:

/L__
_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
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I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed RegiOniWatershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the .
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flatning Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement:
Sincerely,
. Your signat
Your name:
Your city, st
Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
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Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about tbe proposed Regional Watershed SU;lply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I btlieve the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement tbat tbe Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in tbe Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below tbe reservoir
Effects on tbe Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and tbe water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growtb in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

Sincerely,
Your signat
Your name:
Your city, s
Your email

---------

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
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I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regiona if ershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signatu
Your name:
Your city, st
Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
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I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the'
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

,.
I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature

_

Your name:
Your city, state
Your email address:=======-

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
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Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee Nationa,l Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of epanges global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agriculfural,' industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming
~

.... !

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signatu
Your name:
Your city, sta
Your email a

}
_

I

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
tbat would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:

*
•
•
•
•

on r~ci"eutiar..a1 opt:ortunities ~'1d . . . .isit£.tio~ :r.. F!z.m:ng Gc:ge National R~c:c~tivn Are3
Impacts on Wyoming's fisberies in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming
1upuc~.3

Write in additional comments here:

Yourcity,st
Your email ad

::rr 3 Co f:>~
Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
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Dear Ms. Brand,

1 am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. 1 believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement iliat the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Im~acts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation ~ca
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global wanning may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative ifit decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:

_-

_
_

Your name: _
Your ci 'Y, state, zi

_

Your email address:

_

,

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:

_-

_

_

Your name:
Your city, state, zi
Your email address:

_

-"-

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forw
No Action alternative i
Sincerely,
Your signature:

Your city, state, zip:
Your email address:

and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visjtation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name:

_

Your city, state,

_

Your email addre

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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(--------------------I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

_

Your signature: _
Your name:

_

Your city, state, zi

_

Your email address:_-

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
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Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed,Suyply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. fbelieve the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

_

Your signatu

Your city, sta
Your email a

_
_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
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Dear Ms. Brand,

1 [am writing you to express my deep concems about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project

Z that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado.[believe the
"3 environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great]

(j)
I
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The following environmental and economic concems must be addressed in the environmental impact
5 statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:

~ • nmpacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Arero
7 • Umpacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
15
below the reservoiIj
"/ • mffects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refug'D
10. J!.ssessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
"
available for existing uses and future growth
12. [Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming)
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zo!ldo not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
2/ No Action altemative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statementJ
Sincerely,
Your signatur

----

Your city, stat

_

Your email ad

_

.'

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional WatersheaSupply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the·
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - ------.. _--I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name:

~a
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Your city, state, zip
Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80 I28-690 I
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Dear Ms. Brand,

I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following enviromnental and economic concerns must be addressed in the enviromnental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an enviromnental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name:

_---

,-----_

Your city, state,

~-2-o-'7-O----

Your email addr

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 WalSworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Orand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed,Jiupply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of ColoradoL!..beljevc the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great.J
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:

(ZJ
'€)

-8mpacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Are
Impacts on Wyomi~'s fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir-J
• (B.ffects on the Sccdskadee National Wildlife Refuge]
• [bsscssment of changes global warming may ~ve on the now of the Green RiveDm€c water
available for existing uses and future growth-j
o..mpacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyomini]
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( .3 Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement. ~-,
Sincerely,
Yoursignatu
Your name:

Your city. st
Your email

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office

9307 WalSworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
\!)

•
•
•
•

Impacts on rec.reationa! opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Grcen River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

Yours
Your name:

Your email ad

-·_~

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the·
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

"7i0°10

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signat
Your name:
Your city, s
Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:

_-=

_

_

Your name:
Your city, state, zi
Your email address
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I

..
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Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:

_-t~

Your name:
Your city, state, zip
Your email address

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Walsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great.
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impact:; on recre~til)nl'l opportunitie~ and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flamjng Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternativc if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

_

Your city, stat
Your email address:

~

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
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1 am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature
Your name:
Your city, stat
Your email ad

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
elieve the
3 environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great]
I

2 that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado

Lib

'{ The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
7 statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:

~ • [mpacts on recreational opportunilies and vi~jtation ill Flaming Gorge Natioaal ReGrea(;on ATea]
7 • [Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
5'
below the reservoirJ
q • [Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refug~
10 • [}..ssessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
1/
available for existing uses and futme growthJ
12 • [impacts on agricultmal, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyomini]
/3 Write in additional comments here:
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20 [i do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
2 I No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statementJ
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name: _
Your city, state,
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office

9307 Walsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,

I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreativl1 Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Scedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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-- --_.. _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

Your signature

__.,---------------

Your narne:

Your city, stat
Your email ad

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe1he
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•

•
•
•

lrnpacLs on recleaiionai opporfu111ries WId visitation in Flaming GUlgc: ?.J"aiio(tui RtClt::atillIl Ait:a
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in ~dditional comments here: OK ('gftO!lOo/CJ -
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I do not believe this project should move forward and 'vould u e e Corps of Engineers to emt'race the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signatu
Your name:
Your city, sta
Your email address:

_

· Rena Brand

~.s. Anny Corps of Engineers. Omaha District 9;litvu. 6 ~t!.
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.;<','1"\

Denver Regulatory Office
9307 WalSworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128.6901
Dear Ms. Brand,

I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre·feet ofwaler each year to the Front Range Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great.

or

The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:

•
•
•
•
•

Tmpacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Sccdskadee NationaJ Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global wanning may have on the now of the Grecn River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

Yoursignalu
Your name:
Your city, st
Your email a

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
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Dear Ms. Brand,
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I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional W~ffiFed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the

~:::::"
Your name:
Your city, stat
Your email ad

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
1 am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:

•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreaiiunai OpporLw11ties a.~d visitation 1.-'1 FhnnL11g Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps ofEngineefto embrace4e
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:

_~~~

Your name:
Your city, state, zip:
Your email address:

_
_

.:O=-----_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Walsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,

J am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
!-.

•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recre.ati=.ar=Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

_

Write in addj.Honal comments here:
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do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
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Sincerely,
Your signatur
Your name:
Your city, stat
Your email address:
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URGENT!
OPPOSE THE MILLION PIPELINE PROJECT

by July 27, 2009

Flaming Gorge - u.S. Forest Service Photo

Millionaire Aaron Million has proposed a BIG STRAW project which would suck water fl
the Green River and Flaming Gorge Reservoir and divert water down 1-80 then south
along the 1-25 corridor through a pipeline to Colorado's thirsty Front Range to as far SOl

7/14/2009
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as Pueblo. The $4 billion project involves moving approximately 250,000 acre feet of
water through a SeO-mile, 10-foot diameter pipeline on a perpetual basis through the year
2030 and beyond.

Comments must be received by July 27, 2009 at:
Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
U.S. Anmy Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver, Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128
Phone (303) 979-4120, Fax (303) 979-0002
E-mail commentsto:MCRG.EIS@Usace.anmy.mil
Let the Army Corps of Engineers know:
- The Flaming Gorge is a major destination for tourists but also for Wyoming
families. This National Recreation Area draws 2.5 million visitors a year and is an
important economic asset to Sweetwater County and Green River's local economies.

- The health of the Green River, already stressed by dams and other withdrawals,
could be further jeopardized by such a large withdrawal. Colorado pikeminnow,
razorback sucker, humpback chub, and bonytail fish are protected under the
Endangered Species Act; if their populations are jeopardized by Million's proposed
water grab, it could result in difficulties up and down the river and its tributaries.
- Increased water temperatures and salinity, decreased flow rates, and intensified
algae blooms will kill trout and other sport fish.
- Pipeline projects and water diversions can cause the spread of invasive and
destructive zebra and quagga mussels. Once introduced, they severely damage
water works infrastructure and cost millions of dollars in repairs and control efforts.
Perhaps worse, they severely degrade native fish habitat.

- The river serves the needs of communities in southwest Wyoming and agriculture.
How will they be affected in drought years?
- Major capital construction projects often have major cost overruns. Although Mr.
Million says he will pay for the project himself ($4 billion). Overruns will likely be paid
for by you and me.
- It is not good public policy to tum control of the water spigot over to one individual
so he can become a water broker.

Thank you for speaking out against this
unfair and environmentally destructive project!
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
1 am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

'Nritc

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming
i11

additional COlTJ..rnents here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:

_--

Your name:
Your city, state, zip
Your email address:

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I
I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

Yo~'i,"'rure
Your name:
Your city, state,
Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regnlatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation. Arp.a.
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts 'on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

.-/0 letllJe..,.

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name: ------,

''~''""'7<----------_

Your city, state
Your email add

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impat:ls or: recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's flshenes
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes globl.1 warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments hen-':

I do not believe this project shoul" move forward and woWd urge the Corps oiEngineers 10 embrace tbe
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signa
Your name: _Your city, stat

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of EngineeJS, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office

9307 WalSworth Blvd.
Linleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I belic.ve the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be 100 great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportllnitil'<; :\orl visil~linl'l in Flaming Onrg~ N~tionaI RetreaticT! .A.!'Ct:
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fishcrie$
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global wanning may have on the now of the Green River and the waler
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should mav forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative ifit decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

YoursignalU
Your name:
Your city, st
Your email

,

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Imracts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
. Your signat
Your name:
Your city, st

_

Your email

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature
Your name:

-_

Your city, stat
Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80 I28-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,

., ..~

I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visit.8tion in Flamine Gorge Natiot1~! Re(;reation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and 'would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:

_

Your name: _

_

Your city, state,

_

Your email addr

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flanling Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uscs and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.

:::~:::ature:
Your name:

_~S'-'-/
_--

"'-----------_

Your city, state, zi

_

Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office

9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Lillieton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year 10 the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns musl be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Scedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global wanning may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agriculturdl, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement
Sincerely,

_

Your signatur

Yourn

Your city, sta
Your email address:

_
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Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128
Dear Ms. Brand:
I am strongly opposed to the Million Conservation Resource Group's proposal to draw 250,000
acre-feet of water per year from the Green River and Flaming Gorge Reservoir, and run it
through a 560-mile pipeline across southern Wyoming to the Front Range of Colorado. I've
heard the Million Group is also requesting a 200-foot right-of-way along Wyoming's 1-80
corridor to accommodate a 6-foot diameter pipe.
The health of Green River and upper Colorado River system is already compromised by dams,
other water diversions and water quality problems. Four species of fish are already protected
under the Endangered Species Act. Such a large and continuous withdrawal of water will
undoubtedly affect the entire system, impacting recreation, fish, invertebrates, and riparian
species. Furthermore, the enormous right-of-way will certainly have a negative impact on
grassland species along the 1-80 corridor.
Based on their county's ongoing need for a dependable water supply, the Sweetwater County
Commissioners, in a letter to the U.S. Corps of Army Engineers, have wisely opposed the
proposed project.
This project seems an utterly ridiculous idea that will compromise the health of a large river
system and result in flagrant waste and misuse of Wyoming's natural resources. I urge all
involved to put an immediate stop to any and all consideration of this project.
Sincerely,
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April 15, 2009

Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
US Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office

9307 S. Wadsworth Boulevard
Utlleton, CO 80128-6901

RE: Proposed Water1ine Project to Colorado

Dear Ms. Brand:

f My

husband and I want to express our written concern about the proposed waterline project to

t-Colorado from Wyoming. We are NOT in favor of this project and cannot support this endeavor. Our
"Jfamily spends

iii

considerable amount oftime in the outdoors enjoying the natural water resources and

'" recreation afforded to us, and we believe this project will seriously and negatively impact the quality of

Slife and water that is available to us.
4 We

recognize the additional negative impacts to be increased costs of water, increased salts due to

1 lower water levels and the potential to hamper industry expansions. From what I have heard to this
4:,point, NOTHING is gained by local residents.
q We believe water levels will be decreased on the Green River and the Flaming Gorge which will

10 adversely affect the fish and wildlife habitats. Please be very critical of this project and explore all
l~

considerati
Sincer

. We want our v . e to be counted and we

nt to be heard.
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April 21, 2009
To Whom h May Concern:
( We oppose the pipeline which will take Wyoming water from the Green River to
). Colorado. The effects on wildlife could be detrimental and in a drought year. even
~ disastrous. Droughts are more common with climate change, so generous or even
<f adequate flows cannot be counted on.

'5 Wyoming is a semi-arid state. There is often just enough water here for the needs ofour
i.e people. crops, and wildlife. There is none to be given away lightly.
This pipeline project must not be completed.

July 24, 2009
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TO: Ms. Rena Brand - Regulatory Specialist, U.S, Army corps of Engineers;. Omaha District-'

-.. .--.:..:..:.:::.y

FR: Tom Barnett - Resident, Laramie, WY
RE: Regional Watershed Supply Project

I am writing to express my opposition to the Regional Watershed Supply Project (RWSP). A
project, proposed by Million Conservation Resource Group (MCRG), a private water
development group, to pipe water from the Green River in Wyoming to supply water to the Front
Range of Colorado.
I am opposed to the RWSP for a number of reasons:
It is not good public policy to turn control of water over to a private interest: Municipal
water supplies should not be under the control of private interests. Municipal water supplies
should be under municipal control and subject to scrutiny by local residents via voting in
elections. This way, voters have a stake in water rates, facilities and conservation. The private
ownership of municipal water supplies would leave residents without a say in their own water
issues and leave them vulnerable to price gouging for individual profit. And that could lead to
water for the rich and no water for the poor. !fyou think greed won't be a part of the equation if
a private interestsupplies water to a large urban area, then I have some beautiful ocean front
property here in Wyoming I would like to sell to you.

The environmental impact to Wyoming's Green River watershed: The RWSP will
undoubtedly impact the health of the Green River. How can the amount of water being proposed
to be taken out not negatively impact the Green River watershed? The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers has been handed a hefty burden of public trust to conduct a thorough and honest
environmental impact study (EIS). The EIS should give full consideration to all fish and animal
species, as well as flora and fauna The study should also give full consideration to the impact of
agricultural and municipal uses along the Green River. And certainly, the EIS should include as
wide a range of precipitation records as is available. Having resided in Wyoming for 40 years
1'm well aware of the large swings in the amount of snowmelt that can occur from year to year.
The EIS would be remiss if it did not include the low \vater, drought years that have occurred the
last eight to ten years.
The economic impact on Southwest Wyoming: My understanding is that Flaming George
Reservoir, on the Green River, draws 2.5 million visitors per year. Any decrease in the appeal of
this National Recreation Area as a result of the RWSP would mean a decrease in the economy of
Southwest Wyoming. There is potential here for a huge negative economic impact. There is also
the potential for negative impact to current agricultural and city (Green River) usage along the
Green River. I recently attended an 80 th birthday party in Rock Springs for one of my \vife's
aunts. As part ofthe trip we visited Expedition Island in Green River. There is a wonderful city

project, almost completed, to turn the banks of the Green River along Expedition Island into a
water park. I hope that in the future there continues to be enough water flowing through Green
River so that this project stays a water park, and doesn't tum into an expensive wading pool.
The potential for this project to be subsidized by the taxpayers: I know that the MCRG says
they have 4 billion dollars in private donations to construct this proposed project. But I am very
distrustful of these large projects in that they usually end up relying on taxpayer money at some
point in time. I'm sure the unfair nature of taxpayer money funding a private, for profit, water
project is not lost on the U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers (CDE). This potential aspect of this
project, along with the fact that it is bad public policy to turn control of water over to a private
interest, makes this RWSP a very sca..-y venture for the average citizen.
It's time for water users in the Western United States to maximize water conservation
efforts: The fact is the Western United States is largely an arid, desert land. There is precious
little water. Agricultural and municipal water users should maximize water conservation efforts
in their own backyards before trying to take water from other areas and other people.
Specific to this proposed water project, the Front Range of Colorado should first maximize its
water conservation efforts before taking water from Wyoming. I know that most of the Front
Range is under lawn watering restrictions and only water their lawns once every third days. This
is a good start. But much more could be done to conserve water. Last year, my wife and I
zeroscaped part of our front lawn. It's not a large part of our lawn, but we wanted to get started
doing something to reduce our water usage. Eighty percent of the water used in Laramie in the
summer goes for watering lawns. We will do more zeroscaping in the future, as we are able to
afford it. The point is we are doing what we can to reduce our water usage. The Front Range of
Colorado should do the same and continue to add water conservation efforts, before raiding other
watersheds for water. I'm sure a huge reduction in water usage could be achieved by going to
zeroscaping up and down the Front Range. And maximization of water conservation efforts
along the Front Range of Colorado would have a far-reaching impact, an impact way beyond the
RWSP. It would also have positive impacts along the Platte River (Colorado, Wyoming and
Nebraska), Arkansas River drainage (Southeast Colorado), Colorado mountain communities, and
the West Slope of Colorado. And those are just the impacts a layperson like me is aware of The
history of the Colorado Front Range reaching into distant watersheds to procure water is long
and not always pleasant. It is time the Front Range of Colorado took water conservation to new
standards before attacking yet another distant watershed
Thank you for the opportunity to express my opinion on this project. And I pray that the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers is up to the task of conducting a fair and honest EIS.
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Ms.- Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver, Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128
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Rena Brand, Project Manager
US Corps of Engineers, Omaba District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128 -60

,
L

Comments in Regards to Regional Watershed Supply Project (RWSP)
I have some issues concerning the proposed RWSP. I expect that others will have some of the
same issues and concerns.
MAJOR ISSUES
I. TLoss of revenue !J;Pm power generation from federal projects on the Green River and
LColorado Rive'F\ l!.hese projects are too re-pay for at least a portion of the cost for their
construction pahlally from power revenue. The RWSP is a private project, and should
reimburse the federal government for those lost revenues.:J
2. 0P.pears there may be potential impacts on flows required to protect en~geJ:!:d species
on the Green River. High s ringtime flows are required from the Green River and
Yampa River at least he~ in northeastern Ut~

1'1
\~

(10

Il
l~

d§)
ZO
<-I

3.[J;010rado mN not have 250,000-acre feet to allocate from its share ofthe Colorado River
to the RWSEJ f!!igh Country News in an article, "How Low Will It Go?" by Matt Jenkins
in the March 2, 2009, issue claims only a 150,000-acre feet may be available to Colorado
for allocation within the Colorado Basin. Eric Kuhn, who runs the Colorado River Water
Conservation District of Colorado's Western Slope, testified to that in District Court after
several Western Slope communities sued Denver to prevent the city from gaining new
rights to cOloraJRiVer water. Apparently, Denver's own witness agreed with that in
District Court.
4. l!here is a salt problem in the lower Colorado River, which has a serious impact on
agricultural use of tlle water for the lower river compact states. Several projects are
underway to lower the salt content of the lower Colorado River so the water is usable in
Arizona, California, and Mexico. 1Any flows diverted out of the Colorado River ~~n
will only worsen the problem affecting agriculture yields and revenue for farmer~this
project is allowed to proceed, then it should be responsible for the economic loses
involved.]

5Uhe RW§j' may decrease flows needed to move sediment through the Colorado River
system. his potential impact on endangered species in Green River needs to be
analy"Ze

J

6.Ge construction and maintenance of the pipelines and right-of-ways will provide easy
paths for noxious weeds and other undesirable plants to spread, especially across
southern Wyoming:.]
7( There may be an impact on water that has been allocated but is not being utilized. This
\.....could have a huge impact on future energy projects within Colorado, Wyoming and Utah.
Oil shale development in the future may be Dependant on having an adequate water
supply from the Colorado River Bas~

{I

@

COMMENTS

I.

\'2

2.

omeone at the meeting I attended in Vernal said there was no current support for the
RWSP from either ofthe Wyoming or Colorado state govemments<-..J

(j ou should study ways to divert water from the Missouri River and its tributaries, where
there may be surplus water for future Colorado East Slope water needO

3. [This project may affect other water projects within the Upper Colorado River Basin. For
instance, not all of the proposed Central Utah Project have been completed or funde<O

4.0andtheGreen
RWSP is permitted, the number of withdrawal points on Flaming Gorge Reservoir
River should be minimized too lower
5. Gm sure some recreation opportunities such as sports fishing and river rafting will be
negativelyaffecter:J
impact~

Please keep me informed about the project. When the draft is available, notify me. I would also
like to receive an electronic copy on CD-rom, and a copy of the Executive Summary when
available. Feel free to contact me on any of my issues.

Sincerely,

.'

25 July 2009
Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, Colorado 80128-6901
Dear

~ls.

Brand:

The Regional Watershed Supply Project (RWSP) is a royally bad idea.
It's possible and it's feasible and we could do it, but we shouldn't.
Sooner or later we humans are going to have to learn to live within our
means, and living within our water means is a good first step. The
number one reason to not allow the RWSp is that it would have a major
carbon impact on earth's atmosphere. Water is heavy, and pumping it up
and over the continental divide and other divides is expensive and very
electricity-intensive. We need to reduce electricity use, not expand it.
You are probably aware that burning coal supplies 58% of our nation's
electricity. You are probably also aware that 5 to 8% of electricity's
power is lost in the transmission process. Not supplying electricity
to the RWSp's pumps will be a major amount of carbon dioxide not put
into the atmosphere. And at this point in our humans' history, that's
good.

Additional reasons for not approving the RWSP are keeping water in
the Green-Colorado River drainage which runs through undeniably dry
country anyway for others to use; preserving intact natural habitat in
southern Wyoming and northern Colorado by not digging it up; and sending
the message to Americans that there are natural limits within which we
are going to have to live. It's not news that we Americans necessarily
want to hear or have heard much of before, but it is a reality we are
going to have to confront.
Thank you for your time and attention, Ms. Brand. Happy Summer to
you.

P. S. and FYI:

I am a former Corps of Engineers employee in 1986-87 at the Cape
Cod Canal. Bill Norman was our ranger operations supervisor, and
Frank Ciccone was our Engineer-In-Charge.

May 25,2009
Attn: Ms. Rena Brand, Project Manager
Regional Watershed Supply Project
United States Army Corps of Engineers
Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 South Wadsworth Boulevard
Littleton CO 80128-6901
Ref.: MCRG trans-basin water diversion
Dear Project Manager Brand:
For the record, my letter is little more than a summary of the comments I presented at the
public meeting held in Laramie, Wyoming (April 19,2009) on the Million Conservation
Resource Group's (MCRG) proposal to establish a trans-basin water diversion from the Green
River in Wyoming to Pueblo, in southern Colorado.
I represent only myself, as a private citizen. Professionally, I am a retired professor from
two departments at The University of Wyoming (Department of Geology and Geophysics; and
Department of Zoology and Physiology).
Through the current Regional Watershed Supply Project (RWSP), one can observe
history repeating itself. In justification, I refer interested parties to the following scientific
publication:
James D. Murphy and Ronald C. Surdam Inow State Geologist and Director, Wyoming State
Geological SurveYI, 1977, Geologic implications of trans-basin water diversion in
southwestern Wyoming: Contributions to Geology, The University of Wyoming, v.
15 (no. I), p. 1-16.
The Murphy/Surdam paper was peer-reviewed by the late Dr. J. David Love (U .S. Geological
Survey) and Dr. Kenneth O. Stanley (then of Ohio State University), and it quantitatively
evaluates the following report:
Tipton and Kalmbach, Inc., 1972, Engineering report on the development of presently unused
water supplies of the Green River Basin in Wyoming: State of Wyoming Department
of Economic Planning and Development.
Based upon that 1972 report (for later reference, please note its use of the phrase 'unused water
supplies'), the same proposal appeared in the 1973 'Wyoming Framework Water Plan' as
published by the office of the Wyoming State Engineer. That plan was never implemented.

MS. RENA BRAND, PROJECT MANAGER
MAY 25,2009
Page 2

Here are the basics of the 1972 Tipton and Kalmbach, Inc. proposal. First,
100,000--150,000 acre-feet of water were to have been diverted from Fontenelle Reservoir into
the Sweetwater River for downstream use by agriculture, industry, and municipalities in the
Powder River Basin. To make that possible, a new, off-channel storage reservoir (the proposed
'Plains Reservoir') was to be constructed north of confluence of the Green River and the Big
Sandy River (which drains the headwaters of Wind River Peak). Water then would have been
pumped from the Plains Reservoir (over South Pass) into the Sweetwater River.
One variant of the 1972 Tipton and Kalmbach, Inc. plan was to incorporate the entire
flow from the Big Sandy River (which now drains directly into the Green River just downstream
from Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge) into the diversion to the Powder River Basin.
In terms of the present Regional Watershed Supply Project, what are its parallels with
and differences from the 1972 proposal? Today, at least two water-withdrawal areas are planned
from the Green River. These include an 'upper withdrawal area' (immediately downstream from
Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge) and a 'lower withdrawal area' (from Flaming Gorge
Reservoir).
Although the upper withdrawal area also involves construction of a new storage reservoir
(the 'West End Reservoir'), the map provided to the public by the 'RWSP' does not show the
course of the Big Sandy River. But the reservoir almost surely would need to be along its course
before it enters the Green River. Why is that relationship not made clear?
The present plan from MCRG elevates the annual withdrawal of water to 250,000 acrefeet. Technically, that is feasible; the waters certainly can be diverted as proposed. Although
financially expensive, from an engineering point of view that magnitude of withdrawal is not
especially difficult. But now is the time to pay attention to the altered chemistry of the waters,
especially in the Green River, following diversion of 250,000 acre-feet each year (applying
quantitative evaluations considered by Murphy and Surdam, 1977).
My role here is not to present a technical discourse on the geological and geochemical
principles relevant to these questions as modeled by Murphy and Surdam. Rather, my intention is
to insure that: (I) their warnings are not overlooked by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; and
(2) that close attention is paid to the long-term (i.e., many-decades long) geochemical
complexities that really do exist.
I'll provide just four examples of major concerns:
1. Along the Green River in southern Wyoming, annual precipitation is about eight inches, and
annual evaporation is about 36 inches. Thus, the net loss from evaporation alone in a
standing body of water is about 28 inches/year. Evaporation is a major consideration in

MS. RENA BRAND, PROJECT MANAGER
MAY 25,2009
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Flaming Gorge Reservoir, and the effect is always in concentrating the dissolved salts
contained within the water.
2. The proposed new reservoir east of Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge, because of its
native topography, would need to be a large surface-area-to-volume lake. That is, such a
lake would be almost perfectly designed to serve as an evaporating pond, thus further
concentrating solutes entering the Green River above Flaming Gorge Reservoir.
3. Annual diversion of 250,000 acre-feet from the Green River compares with about 20 percent
of the annual inflow of water into Flaming Gorge Reservoir. Will this diversion project
also involve especially saline water from the Big Sandy River (recall that it was not
shown on the map provided, and its drainage relationship to the proposed West End
Reservoir remains unclear)? If the Big Sandy River is involved in the diversion, what will
its inherent high salinity do to Lake Hattie's water quality in Wyoming's western
Laramie Basin? Also,loss to the Green River of the Big Sandy's drainage would
significantly reduce the flow in the Green River, thus leading to still more evaporative
concentration.
The following quotation from Murphy and Surdam (1977, p. 14) becomes highly relevant
to issues at hand:
''The Green River above Fontenelle Reservoir Iwhich is immediately upstream from
Seedskadee NWR-the upper withdrawal areal carries 71 % ... of the water
delivered to Flaming Gorge Reservoir but only 34.7% of the total dissolved solids
.... By reducing the flow of this 'clean' water the weighting of the more saline
downstream waters would be increased and the lesser total volume of water
dclivered to Flaming Gorge would be higher in total dissolved solids."
4. Flaming Gorge Reservoir is set on ancient Eocene lake deposits (roughly 45 million years old)
of the Wilkins Peak and Laney Members of the Green River Formation, both of which
hold major components of commercially Ilseful but potentially noxiolls salts. These
natural chemicals constantly leach directly into reservoir waters from the lake's bottom
mud. Thus waters extracted from Flaming Gorge Reservoir are nearly saturated with
calcite, and if they were to be mixed with saline waters from the Big Sandy River, they
would be capable of precipitating gypsum. Again, recognizing influence of the lower
withdrawal area, what would this mean to the water quality of Lake Hattie (to say nothing
of the local fauna in and near Flaming Gorge Reservoir)?
Looking at the issue more broadly (Murphy and Surdam, 1977, p. 14) stated:
''The United States recently signed a treaty agreement with Mexico assuring that water of
specific quantity and quality will be delivered in the Colorado River to the
U.S .-Mexico border. The diversion proposal would increase the concentration of

MS. RENA BRAND, PROJECT MANAGER
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total dissolved solids in the Green River which is a major northern tributary of the
Colorado River. Any diversion proposal which might reduce the quality of
Colorado River water will merit serious scrutiny to determine the desirability as
well as the feasibility of the project."
, personally believe the fourth item above involves elements of practical and moral
importance of the highest order. For example, the Colorado River's previously verdant delta at
the Mexican border is now a dry wasteland. The entire flow of the Colorado River is consumed
within the United States through crop irrigation, subdivisions, golf courses, rock seepage, and
evaporation from reservoirs. In that light, does Wyoming's Flaming Gorge Reservoir really hold
any 'unused water supplies'? Views expressed in 1972 within the engineering report by Tipton
and Kalmbach, Inc. and in its re-expressed form in 1973 by Wyoming's Department of
Economic Planning and Development clearly attempt to answer that question as 'yes.' Even
today, the entire basis for the trans-basin water diversion proposal within the Regional
Watershed Supply Project is based upon a concept of Wyoming's existing 'unused water
supplies.' The United States Army Corps of Engineers simply must not add to this scientifically
indefensible and utterly absurd situation through approval of the RWSP.

"II close this letter by quoting the final sentence from the text by Murphy and Surdam
(1977, p. 16), and then asking my readers to consider the parallels with what is now proposed
through the RWSP:
"The overall effect of trans-basin diversion would be a steady state degradation of the quality
of water in both river systems li.e., the Green and Sweetwater Riversl, caused
primarily by leaching and evaporation in the proposed Plains Reservoir and by
depletion of flow in the Green River."
Thank you for the opportunity to provide verbal and written evaluations to these
internationally important issues.

Sincerely yours,
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Sept. 25, '09

Dear Ms. Brand:

I am writing to voice my opposition to the "Big Straw" project proposed by
Mr. Million. To begin with, before any water is taken from one area to go to
another more options need to be looked at. Conservation of water would be a
much cheaper as well as saner option to this expensive and destructive project.
Getting rid of Kentucky blue grass lawns (this isn't Kentucky) and replacing them
with native grasses would most likely produce an excess of water with the present
supply for the front range. This and other conserving methods should be tried
before letting one man profit from public and natural loss.

Yours,

April 26,2009
Dear Sirs:
This letter is being sent to express my concerns with the recent proposal regarding
taking water from lower Green River below fontenelle dam in Wyoming and moving it to
the Front Range in Colorado.
It is my understanding that this stems from some past agreement that was drawn
up by the two states back in 1948. The politicians that proposed this agreement at that
time had no idea of the environmental consequences of such a plan and much has
changed in the Green and Colorado River systems since then. Some of the changes
include national and state preservation systems that offer a bountiful number of
recreational opportunities for not just the states mentioned, but for the nation as a whole.
The following is a list of some of the changes that have taken place since the agreement
was drawn.
I) Three Blue Ribbon Fisheries. The Green River below Fontenelle Dam,
Browns Park below Flaming Gorge Reservoir, and the Grand Canyon below
Lake Powell.
2) Seeskadee National Wildlife Refuge below Fontenelle Dam in Wyorning and
Ouray National Wildlife refuge in Utah.
3) Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area and Fishery ( Wyoming), Glen
Canyon National Recreation Area and Fishery ( Utah ), and Lake Mead
National Recreation Area and Fishery in Nevada.
4) Dinosaur National Monument, Desolation Canyon Recreation Area, and Dead
Horse Point State Park, all in Utah.
5) Canyon lands National Park Utah and the Grand Canyon National Park
Arizona, two of our oldest and most inspiring National Parks.
Certainly the viability of this project will have negative impacts on all of
ecosystems mentioned, fisheries, water resources and countless recreational opportunities
for all citizens of our nation and world, and for all future generations to come
Other changes that have taken place ,unknowing at the time of the agreement, is
the consequences of global warming and the series of drought years that Wyoming,
Colorado, Nevada, and Arizona have recently suffered and the much needed water in the
downstream areas for agricultural farming with an ever increasing population. Personally
I think this river system, at its end, in the gulf of California, has been used well beyond
the stream flows it is capable of supporting.
The State of Colorado is going beyond the intentions of common sense by trying
to ship water across the continental divide to supply an ever increasing population
explosion. It sounds to me, being there is bountiful water along the Front Range, that
Colorado has reached its maximum growth potential and should expect no more.
Removing water from an already over taxed river system can only have negative
long term impacts on the great Natii!na1 Fisheries, Wildlife Refuges, and National
Recreation areas that derive depende
n this resourc; for their sustainability.
Common sense tells me that better ~ervation ofCo!oi'l!do's existing water resources is
the answer to their dilemma.
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7/23/09

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
Attn: RWSP
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Gentlemen:
Herewith my comments on the Regional Watershed Supply Project.
1.

The impact on the Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area would be great, not to mention the
effect on the Green River below Flaming gorge Dam, a world class fly fishing site.
Alternative: Remove the water from the Green River in Utah, thus avoiding harm to the fishing
area while maintaining the reservoir in the best condition possible, water supply permitting, for
all users. It is recognized that the cost of construction across the Rockies will in all likelihood be
greater.
2. The location of POD 2 is upstream from the intakes of the soda ash plants as well as the cities
of Rock Springs and Green River. I have seen times in the past 30 years with low water flow
such that diversions have had to be made so that water would flow into their intakes. This
situation will repeat itself in the future, as the drought continues.
3. Should the project go ultimately forward, the cost of environmental remediation to the Flaming
Gorge Reservoir must be born by the water users, thus not being paid for by the citizens of
Wyoming or the nation.
4. For some reason, the opportunity to comment on this project was not provided to our
neighbors in Utah. There are a large number of these folks that can be seen going east on 1-80
from Salt Lake City each Friday pulling their boats and campers to the Flaming Gorge Reservoir.
A sin of omission.
Thank you,

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:

_

Your name:
Your city, state, zip:

--~

Your email address:
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
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Dear Ms. Brand,
I I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project

2 that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. [believe the
:3 environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too greatJ

i

The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
? statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
(-

.

[Iinpacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area]

7 • /lJnpacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries

J

'it

below the reservoir
9 •• [Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refug<Q
Iv
[bssessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
vailable for existing uses and future growth]
1/
12 • Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyominf)
13 Write in additional comments here:
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do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
1'1 No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement]

1'6

Sincerely,
Your signature
Your name:
Your city, state
Your email add

®

July 27,2009
Rena Brand, Project Manager
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901

Re: Scoping comments on the proposedRegional Watershed Supply Project
Dear Ms. Brand:
We appreciate the opportunity to provide scoping comments on the proposed
Regional Watershed Supply Project. We would like to thank you for taking
additional measures to facilitate meaningful public comments, by extending the
comment deadline and by organizing additional public meetings in Colorado and
Wyoming. As outdoor businesses, river outfitters, and educational institutions that
have an economic stake in the health of the Green River, we have a vested interest
in, and serious concerns with, the repercussions of this project as it is proposed.

In eastern Utah, a part of the country with limited opportunity for development,
outdoor recreation provides a crucial niche in an economy that has few options for
diversification. Many counties in Utah rely upon oil and gas development as a key
economic driver. To provide stability, and to cope with long-term economic needs,
the region relies on revenues generated by tourism and destination-based outdoor
recreation.
Several river outfitting businesses run the Green River on multi-day trips through
Dinosaur National Monument, through Desolation Canyon, and through Labyrinth
Canyon. Floating through the arid desert ecosystem and into the breathtaking 5,000-foot
walls of Desolation Canyon, visitors gain invaluable insight into the diverse biology,
geology, and cultural history of the American West against the backdrop of a historic and
free-flowing river.
For several years concerned outfitters have been protesting oil and gas leases that
threaten to encroach on scenic vistas and wildlife habitat, and diminish the river
experience for our students and other outdoor enthusiasts. Preserving the wild character
of the Green River is critical to the health of existing outfitting operations, outdoor
education program, and related businesses.
These comments will address specific concerns our businesses have with the Regional
Watershed Supply Project (RWSP). Specifically, they will address reduced flows, the
Green River economy, the already stressed state of the river system, an inadequate range
of presented alternatives, and concerns with modeling techniques. Ultimately, while we
recognize the obligations of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to proceed with this
process, we feel the only viable result will be to choose the no action alternative.

Reduced Flows
For most of the year, Flaming Gorge releases water at a rate between 700 and 900
cubic feet per second (cfs). To mimic historic seasonal flow patterns, the Bureau of
Reclamation begins increasing its release rate near mid-May, following the seasonal
trend on the Yampa. The flow rate increases by 300-350 cfs each day until it reaches
approximately 4,000 or 4,500 cfs, where it remains for four to seven days. Flow rates
then steadily decrease down to approximately 800 cfs. In 2009 for example,
beginning on May 11, Reclamation anticipated raising the rate from an average flow
of 820 cfs to a maximum of approximately 4,300 cfs, to last for seven days (Rows
from Flaming Gorge Dam to Increase Temporarily to Benefit Endangered Fish, May 8, 2009
News release, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, www.usbr.gov).
For most of the summer, flow rates out of Flaming Gorge Dam hover around 800
cfs. Such a flow rate is the bare minimum to sustain river activities, and is less than
ideal, as the low water level creates numerous challenges for river travel. Increasing
the low flow rate to 1,000 cfs, would have a tremendous impact on the quality of the
river experience in Desolation Canyon. Unfortunately, these better river conditions
already seem virtually unattainable. And, if 1,000 cfs is unlikely now, how much
worse will it be when an additional 250,000 acre-feet of water, as proposed in the
RWSP, are removed from the primary upstream water source?
Outfitters would have an easier time accepting this water diversion project if
assurances were given that, in drought years, flow rates in the Green River would
take precedence over water deliveries to the Denver metro area. But, at what level do
you begin to make these decisions? When the supply has been depleted, how long
can even low flow rates be maintained in a drought? These challenging scenarios
presented by these questions underscore the short-sightedness of this project as it is
currently presented.
River System Already Stressed
In mid July, Lake Powell was at 68% capacity, and was 58% below full pool (Lake
Powell Water Database, lakepowell.water-data.com). Four years ago, in 2005, Lake
Powell and Lake Mead were at the lowest levels they had seen since 1965 (Colorado
River Basin Water Management: Evaluating and Adjusting to Hydroclimatic
Variability. Committee on the Scientific Bases ofColorado River Basin Water
Management, National Research Council. 2007). A multi-year drought has added
significant stress to the entire Colorado Basin river system. While the system
successfully delivered legally-required water allotments, these recent events
demonstrated the vulnerability of the Colorado Basin water storage system to
climactic variability. Major questions remain as to whether these severe drought
years represent a statistical blip, or a larger trend. As the effects of climate change
increase the likelihood of widely varying seasonal conditions, many expect that
unusual natural phenomena, such as sustained severe droughts, will be more

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

yourname:
Your city, state, zip
Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recrearional opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's tisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.

Your name: _

_

Your city, state,

_

Your email addr

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreatio:l Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move torward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature

_

Your name:
Your city, stat
Your email ad

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:

•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportwuties and vlsitat;on in FI@uing G01'gc ~.r(itior.lul Recreation Area.
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
.
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signatur
Your name:
Your city, stat
Your email address:

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•

Tmpacts on recreational opporrunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area

•

Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

•
•
•

Write in additional c mments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement:
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Yourname: _
Your city, state, zi

Youremai

,

July 27, 2009
Ms. Rena Brand, Regulatory Specialist
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Submitted electronically to: MCRG.ElS@usacc.anny.mil
Re: Scoping Comments on the Million Conservation Resource Group Water Pipeline
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Dear Ms. Brand:
(,,1 am writing as a private citizen to express my strong opposition to the Million Conservation
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Resource Group's (MCRG) proposal to establish a trans-basin water diversion from the Green
River in Wyoming to southern Colorado.]
I am an outdoor enthusiast and a trained wildlife professional. I attended the public scoping
meeting held in Laramie, Wyoming. Unfortunately the weather was very bad that day;
otherwise, I believe lhat there would have been a larger crowd in attendance. Along with
everyone else at the meeting, save for the lawyer, I do not support Mr. Million's proposal fophe
removal of250,ooO acre feet of water (81.5 billion gallons) annually from the Grcen River.l!he
fact that this is being touted as a bencfit to southca~stm Wyoming is completely false and
insulting to those of us that are familiar with the are The water would be dumped into Lake
Hattie, which is located in Big Hollow, not the Laramic lver BasiQ]
0ddition'!ily, the impacts to a riparian area (which is itself located in an arid region) seem shortsightecO\Jhe area has experienced severe drought and scientists, including our own state
climatologist, predict that our future will have rising temperatures and less water in the Colorado
River syste~ that reason, I believe that this will cause long-ternl problems for Wyoming
residents and growth for our communities8
[Needless to say, ~~rnpacts to the fisheries and wildlife are likely to be extreme with that much
annual water los~is is upsetting given that wildlife populations in the area are already highly
impacted/stressed by the intense oil and gas development occurring th~ @e 400 miles of
roads, the 16 gas-fired pumping stations an~sociated water reservoirs will bring ~~t
additional human activity, wildlife disturbance invasive species (aquatic and terrestria~d
habitat fragmentatio;] Speaking with other con med citizens, I realized the ramificatlons of
removing that muct!water from the ecosystem. ~ater temperatures will rise, increased
evaporation will result in more saline waters, and fl s will decreas~his will dramatically
impact the trout and salmon populations in the area. Vhat will happen to the recreation in the

~ area~ ~at will this do to the various wildlife species that depend on the fish for food~OW
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witrThese changes impact the willow and cottonwood galleries, which are already compromised
throughout the West? These already weakened communities play an extremely important role in
the ecosystem for birds and various riparian species.:]

C

While I have beard that much of this water will go to supply the growing water demands of the
Front Range, I believe it is not only necessary but responsible to have a discussion on more
responsible use of existing water sources. At what point do we ask people to be responsible for
their own actions? As we in the West begin to realize that water is a limited and valuable
resource, we should collectively work to change OUf behavior, not look to a new location without
thought for the consequences to the overall ecosysters

Additional.ly, I am surprised and dismayed at the selection of the point of diversions. ~aming
Gorge Reservoir is important recre~ooally 10 the StatC]and ~ skadee National Wildlife
Refuge is an important wildlife areB 't:ither are appropriaIi choices.
1~
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Please take my concerns into consideration. I do not support this project but appreciate the
opportunity to share my view with you.
Respectfully.

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural; industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name:
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Your city, state, z
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
T
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signatur
Your name: --Your city, stat
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
e

Impacts on recreational cpportu.'lities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area

•

Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

•
•
•

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.

Yom city, s
Your email

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•

•
•
•

impacts on recreationai Oppoftunilit;;s wul vi~llaUOi1 ia I71a'i1i1".g Co~gc ~·!2tional P~C;-::'Q~:n .. A"en
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

Sincerely,

Yoursigna

Your name:

;

Your city, state
Your email address:

-----------------------

~

Rena Brand, Project Manager
US Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128 -60
Comments in Regards to Regional Watershed Supply Project (RWSP)
I have some issues concerning the proposed RWSP. I expect that others will have some of the
same issues and concerns.
MAJOR ISSUES
I. Loss of revenue from power generation from federal projects on the Green River and
Colorado River. These projects are too re-pay for at least a portion of the cost for their
construction partially from power revenue. The RWSP is a private project, and should
reimburse the federal government for those lost revenues.
2. It appears there may be potential impacts on flows required to protect endangered species
on the Green River. High springtime flows are required from the Green River and
Yampa River at least here in northeastern Utah.
3. Colorado may not have 250,000-acre feet to allocate from its share of the Colorado River
to the RWSP. High Country News in an article, "How Low Will It Go?" by Matt Jenkins
in the March 2, 2009, issue claims only a 150,000-acre feet may be available to Colorado
for allocation within the Colorado Basin. Eric Kuhn, who runs the Colorado River Water
Conservation District of Colorado's Western Slope, testified to that in District Court after
several Western Slope communities sued Denver to prevent the city from gaining new
rights to Colorado River water. Apparently, Denver's own witness agreed with that in
District Court.
4. There is a salt problem in the lower Colorado River, which has a serious impact on
agricultural use of the water for the lower river compact states. Several projects are
underway to lower the salt content of the lower Colorado River so the water is usable in
Arizona, California, and Mexico. Any flows diverted out of the Colorado River Basin
will only worsen the problem affecting agriculture yields and revenue for farmers. If this
project is allowed to proceed, then it should be responsible for the economic loses
involved.

5. The RWSP may decrease flows needed to move sediment through the Colorado River
system. This potential impact on endangered species in Green River needs to be
analyzed
6. The construction and maintenance of the pipelines and right-of-ways will provide easy
paths for noxious weeds and other undesirable plants to spread, especially across
southern Wyoming.
7. There may be an impact on water that has been allocated but is not being utilized. This
could have a huge impact on future energy projects within Colorado, Wyoming and Utah.
Oil shale development in the future may be Dependant on having an adequate water
supply from the Colorado River Basin.

COMMENTS
I. Someone at the meeting I attended in Vernal said there was no current support for the
RWSP from either of the Wyoming or Colorado state governments.
2. You should study ways to divert water from the Missouri River and its tributaries, where
there may be surplus water for future Colorado East Slope water needs.
3. This project may affect other water projects within the Upper Colorado River Basin. For
instance, not all of the proposed Central Utah Project have been completed or funded.
4. If the RWSP is permitted, the number of withdrawal points on Flaming Gorge Reservoir
and Green River should be minimized too lower impacts.
5. I am sure some recreation opportunities such as sports fishing and river rafting will be
negatively affected.
Please keep me informed about the project. When the draft is available, notify me. I would also
like to receive an electronic copy on CD-rom, and a copy of the Executive Summary when
available. Feel free to contact me on any of my issues.

July 27, 2009
Rena Brand, ElS Project MgT
Corps Denver Regulatory Office
9307 South Wadsworth Blvd
Linleton, CO 80128
RE: MCRG pcnnit to withdraw water for new pipeline
Dear Ms. Brand,

Ghe RWSP proposal is a bad idea that will asSUredlY~VC more negative consequences than any positive
outcomes, particularly in a time of continuing droug t The Green River, through its joining with the
Colorado River, is extraordinarily over-allocated)

(!he building of the pipeline and the pumping Ofwatc~uC~IOng distance will undoubtedly use more
energy than it could deliver through power gencratioyn the action of moving the water will
undoubtedly result in a loss of volume through spillage, lea age, evaporation and bank saturati0i)
Glso, the large amount of construction involved would be detrimental to wildlife, traffic, air quality, and
the ecosyste~
[Although taxpayer money will not be used for actually construction, agencies, such as the Army Corp of
Engineers, will ultimately be responsible, and therefore taxpayer money will be required to oversee the
projecu
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here there is an identifiable need for additional water, much more should be done through conservation
before more infrastructure is bUilt.~

(I have spent many blissful weeks of boating, camping and fishing on many stretches of the Green River in
Wyoming and Utah, and in fact, just returned from a visit to the Green River in Wyoming. I have floated
these sections:
• from Fontenelle Dam, though the Secdskadee NWR, to Grecn River, WY
• from Flaming Gorge Dam though Red Canyon
• from Gates of Ladore to Split Mountain,
• Desolation & Grey Canyons
• Labyrinth & Stillwater Canyons
• Cataract Canyon.]
(The Green River is far too important for this permit to be granted. Please do not allow water to be
remove<Q
Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Yours for rivers,

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:

_-+

Your name:
Your city, state, zi
Your email address:

.
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your

Sign
.,

Your name:
Your city, sta
Your email address:

_
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flamin£: Gorg~ National Recreati,}~ Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not belie e this project should move forward and' would urge the Corps of Engineers to errtii'hice'i1i? we<
,
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signat

Yourcity,st
Your email

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I I ain writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project

2 that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range ofColorado.[believe the

F.l

"3 environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great]
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'i The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
5" statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
/i!npacts on recreat~onal oppo~ties and visita~ion in Fl~g Gorge National Recreation Arei) @)
7 • [impacts on Wyommg's fishenes m the Green River and Flammg Gorge and on Utah's fisheries @
'is
below the reservoir']
q • Wffects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge-:]
l!J)
Ie>. [!"ssessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
II
available for existing uses and future growth
/2 • D!?pacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest WyomiwiJ (f)
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Write in additional comments here:
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(j do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps ot Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement,)
Sincerely,
Your signature
Your name:
Your city, state
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Your email add
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Sincerely,

Your name:
Your city, stat
Your email ad

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. 1 believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great.
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project shoulumove forward and wouid urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concems about tbe proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
w

•
•
•
•

IilijJaci.j en j:C(.i~o.tivtia! 0ypcrtu..'1i~ies :i:~d v!sit2.!ion in FJa..rn!ng G0r~e Natiop::-l Recre:\tion Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature
Your name:

_
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Your city, stat
Your email address:
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Anny Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Re<.:reation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:

--

Your name: ---

_

=s"'--------

Your city, state, z
Your email addre

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80 I28-690 I
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:

I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to embrace the
No Action alt
Sincerely,
Your signatur

------

Your name:
Your city, stat
Your email ad
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Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•

•
•
•

Impacts on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's iisheries in me Green River anu Fiwni.1Jg GVf!:)C aw.:i (nl Utah's fishcriC3
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps ot' Engineers to embrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,
Your signature:
Your name:

___=_

Your city, state,
Your email address: _ - - -

_

Ms. Rena Brand
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 Watsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901
Dear Ms. Brand,
I am writing you to express my deep concerns about the proposed Regional Watershed Supply Project
that would divert 250,000 acre-feet of water each year to the Front Range of Colorado. I believe the
environmental and economic costs for Wyoming and downstream states could be too great. .
The following environmental and economic concerns must be addressed in the environmental impact
statement that the Army Corps of Engineers is currently preparing:
•
•
•
•
•

rmr~ct~

on recreational opportunities and visitation in Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area
Impacts on Wyoming's fisheries in the Green River and Flaming Gorge and on Utah's fisheries
below the reservoir
Effects on the Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge
Assessment of changes global warming may have on the flow of the Green River and the water
available for existing uses and future growth
Impacts on agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential growth in southwest Wyoming

Write in additional comments here:
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I do not believe this project should move forward and would urge the Corps of Engineers to enJJrace the
No Action alternative if it decides to prepare an environmental impact statement.
Sincerely,

Yours
Your name:
Your city, sta
Your email address:

_

July 24, 2009
Rena Brand, Project Manager
US Anny Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128-6901

Dear Ms. Brand:
Attached please find a resolution that passed unanimously at the Laramie City Council
meeting of July 21, 2009, opposing the approval of the Million Conservation Resources
Group Watershed Supply Project and outlining the City's concerns with this project.
Please address each of the concerns outlined in this resolution through the NEPA analysis
process.
Respectfully yours,

RESOLUTION NO. _20_0_9_-_66_
A RESOLUTION OPPOSING THE PROPOSED "MILLlO
CO SERVATION
RESOURCES GROUP WATERSHED SUPPLY PROJECT' IN THE STATE OF
WYOMING.
WHEREAS. a group identified as the Million Conservation Resources Group has
proposed a project of transferring 250,000 acre-feet of water from the Green River
upstream of Flaming Gorge Reservoir in Sweetwater County, Wyoming across the State
of Wyoming, including a portion of Albany County, to be disbursed along the "Front
Range" of Colorado; and,
WHEREAS, the proposed project entails utilizing Lake Hattie in Albany County
as a storage facility of the water on its route to Colorado; and,
WHEREAS, such a water pipeline connecting the Green River with the Laramie
River watershed could facilitate the influx of invasive species such as zebra mussels or
quagga mussels, which could cause millions of dollars in damage to local water and
sewer systems connected to the Laramie Ri ver; and,
WHEREAS, the removal of250.000 acre-feet of water from the Green River is
likely to have major negative impacts on trout fisheries in the Green River and on
kokanee fisheries in Flaming Gorge Reservoir, and is further likely to impair recreational
opportunities for boating. swimming, and other recreation in Flaming Gorge National
Recreation Area; and,
WHEREAS, the removal of250,000 acre-feet of water from the Green River is
likely to imperil the survival of four species of Endangered fishes downstream in the
Green and Colorado Rivers, specifically the Colorado pikeminnow, bonytail, humpback
chub, and razorback sucker;
WHEREAS, the construction of a pipeline corridor through the Laramie River
Basin may become an avenue for noxious weed invasion, and noxious weeds such as
cheatgrass and kosha could spread into surrounding lands to the detriment of local
agriculture; and,
WHEREAS, the construction of a pipeline connecting Lake Hattie, into which the
flow of the Laramie River can be diverted via canal, with Colorado Front Range water
markets could make it easier for water speculators to buy up and remove water from the
Laramie River basin for sale to Colorado communities, to the detriment of the interests of
the City of Laramie and surrounding agricultural operations in Wyoming; and,
WHEREAS, the removal of a large proportion of the flow of the Green River
could alter the balance of salinity in the system, both in the Green River and downslream;
and,

WHEREAS, the creation of a private for-profit corporation as a water broker in
Wyoming and Colorado does not serve the best interests of water users anywhere within
the State of Wyoming;
NOW, THERFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY the City Council of the City of
Laramie that the City hereby expresses its opposition to the construction of the Million
Conservation Resource Group's Regional Watershed Supply Project and recommends
that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Wyoming Board of Control withhold any
and all permits and approvals for the proposed project.
PASSED AND APPROVED THIS

if ~

DAY OF July, 2009.

28 May 09

RWSP
Denver Regulatory Office
Omaha District
US Army Corps of Engineers
9307 S Wadsworth Blvd
Littleton Co 80128-6901

First, the mailing list. I received two copies ofthe Project Information Update yesterday. Please
delete one, preferably the one with my first name misspelled.
Second, the scoping. My interest is to have an evaluation of the effects of this diversion on the Green
River itself, watershed groundwater levels, riparian communities, and endangered, threatened, and
other species of particular regional or local interest. I would also like to see evaluation of existing and
planned water conservation measures for southeastern Wyoming and the Front Range of Colorado,
including an assessment of whether use of Green River water could be coupled with mandatory
conservation measures.
Thank you.
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To: Ms. Rena Brand
Regulatory Specialist
U.S Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128
May 2,2009
Dear Ms. Brand,
This is to register my strong objections to the proposal by the Million Conservation
Resource Group that would pump and divert water from the Flaming Gorge Reservoir
and the Green River east along 1-80 to 1-25 and then south to Pueblo, Colorado.
The environmental costs of this project are simply unacceptable to the citizens of
Wyoming. Major draw downs of the reservoir will create immeasurable problems for a
National Recreation Area that draws 2.5 million visitors each year. The health of the
river, which is already stressed by water withdrawals and drought, cannot withstand the
proposed large and continuous withdrawals. Various species offish, protected by the
Endangered Species Act, are threatened by this proposal.
The inevitable cost to taxpayers and water customers in Wyoming are likewise
unacceptable, and so are the unknown negative impacts on Wyoming communities.
As was pointed out at the public hearing in Laramie, WY, once you fool with a river
system, by definition a live eco-system, you can never make up for the harmful effects in
the future. Too many infrastructure- and water-engineering problems and facts are not
accounted for in this proposal
Generally speaking, it makes no sense for Wyoming residents and water users to send
Green River water all the way across Wyoming to water the blue grass lawns and fill the
swimming pools of Colorado's Front Range. Nor is it good public policy to tum control
of the spigot over to the self- and financial interests of a millionaire in Colorado.
As a resident of SE Wyoming for the past 36 years, 1 feel shocked and threatened by this
attempted water grab across state lines.
Sincerely,

To: Concerned Citizens of Wyoming

Subject: Wyoming Water for Wyoming

A long and huge 560 mile pipeline starting from near Green River, WY and
extending to the far reaches of the heavily developed "Front Range of Colorado"
(ending somewhere near Pueblo) reminds me of another massive water
development almost a century ago. Everyone interested in taking water from the
Green should read the gory details of the likes of Fred Eaton, Bill Mulholland,
Joseph Lippincott and the conflict between the U.S. Corps of Engineers and the
Bureau of Reclamation. This scam dates back 100 years. The target of their
conniving was the fast developing and thirsty city of Los Angeles and the need
for irrigation needs of the Imperial Valley. The name of the book that should be
read by everyone with an apprehension over the present proposal is CADILLAC
DESERT by Marc Reisner. First published in the United States by Viking Penguin
Inc in 1986. Then Penguin Books in 1987. A revised and updated edition by
Penguin Books followed in 1993. [HD1739.A17R451987]333.91'00978
87.76602 ISBN 01401.78244 (revised addition).
A more recent text which addresses the same issues on a global basis (there are
others out there) might be "WATER, The Fate of Our Most Precious Resource";
by Marq De Villiers; A Mariner Book, Houghton Mifflin Company. Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data; DeViliiars, Marq. Water: the fate of our
most precious resource/Marq de Villiers, P.cm. Originally published: Toronto:
Stoddart, 1999 ISBN 0-618-03009-3; ISBN 0-618-12744-5 (pbk.) 352 pp.
Reisner's book describes the sly and under-the-table purchasing of water rights
along the Owens Valley and around Owens Lake itself. The poor ranchers
around Lone Pine were told that the above group planned to develop a tree farm
and needed their water rights along the Owens River to make it successful.
Owens Lake was full to the brim a century ago and held water 28 feet deep. It
has been virtually dry since the Second World War ended. For a while the river's
nearly complete diversion permitted further development of Los Angeles and
Pasadena but now the favored water-target in the region is Mono Lake and the
Truckee River. Some are talking about bringing water from Canada via
Washington, Oregon, and the Columbia. If it were not for tourism and nearby Mt.
Whitney, the highest peak in California, the area would certainly be destitute.
Ranchers presently living in the area have nothing but sage and sand for their
livestock and blow sand in their face.
The size of Mr. Million's proposed pipeline to Colorado is so large that highpriced water will never see cattle or sheep at the trough. Irrigation would be cost
prohibitive. This new effort is obviously aimed at continuing the massive
expansion of housing and commercial development of the area between Fort
Collins and Colorado Springs. Horsetooth Reservoir on the outskirts of Fort
Collins went dry last year and so did the small private Lake Loveland which
surrounds the town. There will be others: Boyd Lake, Boedecker Reservoir,
Donath Lake to name a few. Wyoming's need for her water and it's continued

development would be a thing of the past. Mr. Million and his well financed team
have already spent three years of cunning planning similar to the underhanded
take over of the Owens River a century ago.
World water resources and the international distribution of water from major river
systems, i.e. the Nile, Tigris, Euphrates, Rhine, and the Danube have been
serious matters of contention since pre-biblical times. Wars have been fought
over water in the past and they may well be fought over again. The Middle East
is potentially a hot bed of conflict since the Tigris and Euphrates wtth head
waters in Turkey join together near the town of Basra, in southern Iraq, having
passed through the hot desert regions of Syria and the terrible sands of Bagdad.
Contamination becomes a serious problem as rivers flow down stream and tt
does not appear that recharging possible underground aquifers is a realistic
atternative. We use those for waste disposal. Our border with Mexico has been
a problem for years and the population centers of California, Nevada, and
Arizona have lefllillie for Mexico except salt, suifate, and sewage. Unless
desalination and further treatment is undertaken we will continue to provide our
neighbors wtth little more than "Cattle Purge". That is what the Colorado River
Basin Compact was intended to prevent. Unfortunately, for the relatively
insignificant population of Wyoming, big water bugs suck lillie bugs dry. We, as a
society, desperately need new "Domestic as well as International Water Law"
that addresses issues other than greed: large swimming pools, expanding golf
courses, and the proliferation of air condttioning systems that disproportionately
distribute per-capna water rights to the high-tower rich. What ever happened to
opening the window?
The Green RiverlRock Springs water intake faciltty located in Green River is the
last in the list of heavy water users along the river. The Soda Ash Mines and
Plants are also primary water users in this area but in the recent past water
haulers for the energy development further north became a factor. Many of these
water trucks are now stacked along wtth the rigs watting for the next boom. It will
come! I have lived in Green River for 50 years and have seen the river so low
that FMC and others have had to curtail production and modify their intake
systems. THE PROBLEM WITH WATER IS THAT IT FLOWS TO THE DOLLAR.
Grandiose schemes such as the current proposal, which appears to be readily
available for bail-out funding (i.e workers) or stock promotion cannot be reversed
easily once the river dries up or forces the current industry to look over seas to
stay in business. THE DOLLARS ARE IN COLORADO - just waiting silently for
these Wyoming yokels to.get on their horse and ride away.

a

The Colorado River Basin Compact is paper document designed to solve
downstream problems in California, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, and last if not least
Mexico. It is hard to fight thirsty ctties and their abiltty to out-vote the lillie guy in

2

Congress. Some say it is only fair -- one vote for one bucket of water. But the
buckets are much bigger in the southwest. That's Wyoming's problem in a nut
shell. Flow figures have been "adjusted" over the years to make legal documents
work for the big guy, not the lillie guy. Wyoming needs to protect itself now or we
are going to get stepped-on. I hate to be so blunt, but I can see the Green River
becoming a new example of the Owens River and the dry Owens Lake.
WOW- Dry in less than half a century!!!
The proposed new flow withdrawal is 250,000 acre feet annually. This is about
ten billion cubic feet of water- call it a billion cubic feet per month, in round
numbers. Evaporation from holding-ponds is also most likely to occur in addition
to the delivered demand required to justify !.he project. When you consider three
months of freezing wea!.her in Wyoming and the need to either pig the lines or
burry !.hem four or five feet deep, you are talking about a project that dwarfs the
Alaska pipe line. There must be a large holding pond for water at each pump
station. Don't forget this is water you are pumping -- not oil. Weather conditions
require that flow rates must be increased by more than 30 percent - A huge
increase in power demand which cannot be shared Nationally.
BIG STUFF NEEDED HERE. UGLY STUFF ACROSS WYOMING MOUNTAINS.
My conclusions are (1) that the project has been more imagined than engineered
and (2) that, based on the country's recent weather, Colorado would be wise to
run their pipe to Fargo.
Cheaper - More Reliable - Less Environmental Impact - A winner

Note: As I understand the present situation, UTAH can, and indeed plans, to
take water from the Flaming Gorge from a point below the Wyoming State Line
without the need to talk to Wyoming. This withdrawal is apparently well beyond
the planning stage and is part of their allotment per the Colorado River Basin
Compact. Their withdrawal will also impact !.he controlled out-flow from the Green
River and !.he level of the Gorge itself. Check recent water levels in Lake Mead
and Lake Powell if you are not convinced. Look for the "white line".
It then becomes imperative that the State of Wyoming base any potential flow
reductions from the Green and other rivers of the State on MINIMUM
HISTORICAL ANNUAL FLOW RATE and not on average or maximum flows.
The State must not permit another "Owens River Debade".

April 30, 2009
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Novembe
Rena Brand
Corps Denver Regulatory Office
9307 S. Wadswoth Blvd.
Littleton, CO 80128
(303) 979-4120, fax: (303) 979-0602

Ms. Brand,
My name is

and I am currently pursuing a joint degree in law and

environmental science (J.D./M.S.) at the University of Colorado. I initially became interested in
The Regional Watershed Supply Project this summer while working for the Natural Resources
Law Center at the University. My job included making ‘snapshots’ of water projects along the
Front Range, including those projects planning to bring water into the region from outside the
state. I am writing to express my curiosity and concern about Million Conservation Resource
Group’s proposed pipeline. Further, as a resident of Boulder, my perspective is concerned
primarily with the attitudes of this area.

The Million Conservation Resource Group, a private water development entity, proposed
The Regional Watershed Supply Project planning to deliver water to southeastern Wyoming and
the Front Range of Colorado. The company proposes to withdraw approximately 250,000 acrefeet of water annually from the Green River and Flaming Gorge Reservoir in Wyoming and
transport it, by pipeline, to new reservoirs on Colorado’s Front Range. The approximate size of
the pipeline is an accomplishment in itself and the ambitious design is planned to span 578 miles
in length. Although an EIS is not yet available, I believe the final draft is planned for 2014.

My primary concern with the proposal is the lack of specific intent and information at this
time. Although an environmental impact statement is planned to arrive in the next few years, I
believe this step to be premature. The importance of an EIS should not be understated: “it shall
provide discussion of significant environmental impacts and shall inform decisiomakers and the
public of the reasonable alternatives which would avoid or minimize adverse impacts or enhance
the quality of the human environment”.1 An EIS will identify and solve many of the
environmental problems associated with the water project and serve as a beneficial tool for
regulators, lawmakers, residential, municipal, and industrial water users. However, initial
concerns, primarily the need and purpose of the 578-mile pipeline, remain unanswered. Further,
without significant advancement of the need and purpose of the pipeline, any alternative analysis
will be inadequate. Lastly, a recent study points to the potential failure of the large-scale plan.
Answers to these questions should be pursued before further resources are spent on an EIS.

Purpose and Need
Federal rules require that an EIS statement “briefly specify the underlying purpose and
need to which the agency is responding in proposing the alternatives including the proposed
action.”
Aaron Million has been quoted as saying the project will be “like dropping another
Colorado River and a 3.8-milion-acre-foot reservoir in the state that no one knew existed.”2
However the potential customers of the project have not been identified. As a resident of
Boulder and employee in Denver I can attest to the rapidly growing Front Range’s urban centers
and the equally increasing need for water to support the development. However, at least six

1
2

40 C.F.R. 1502.1.
Jeremy P. Meyer, Water Lifeline or Dream, June 03, 2007, http://www.denverpost.com/search/ci_6048413.

other major water projects, all of which pre-date the Million Project, have been proposed to serve
the Front Range and are already in the planning stages.3 This leads many to believe the Million
pipeline proposal, at best, is a decade too late to satisfy the demand they are predicting.4 The
other project proponents will most likely not give up current efforts to rely on the Million
Pipeline.5
The purpose and need of the proposed project is essential for a successful EIS in part
because it has a substantial influence in the identification and analysis of the project’s
alternatives. In order for the Army Corps of Engineers to adequately identify the need and
purpose, it is imperative that the users of water be provided and their specific needs be
highlighted. This has yet to happen and often raises concerns about speculation as it is against
Colorado water law to acquire water without first identifying who will use it.6 Colorado’s
Supreme Court, mirroring the nation’s anti-speculative attitude, recently highlighted the
importance of identifying the purpose and need. A proposal seeking to commoditized water
rights and sell them along the Front Range in the future was denied because the application did
not specify where the water was to be used.7 Without a statement identifying the purpose and
use, a similar fate may lie ahead for the Million pipeline.

Inadequacy of Alternatives
Although I further discuss my concern with the listed alternatives in the plan below,
3

Western Resource Advocates, Pipeline Proponents Must Now Prove the Project is Needed, Oct. 2, 2009,
https://app.e2ma.net/app/view:CampaignPublic/id:4603.2448798972/rid:21b0978b3348a96e056a040faff08cb5.
4
Id.
5
Id.
6
Coyote Gulch, Flaming Gorge Pipeline: Western Resource Advocates pushes needs assessment while Southern
Wyoming town help with Evaluation, Oct. 4, 2009, http://coyotegulch.wordpress.com/2009/10/04/flaming-gorgepipeline-western-resource-advocates-pushes-needs-assessment-while-southern-wyoming-towns-help-withevaluation/.
7
Justice Gregory Hobbs, Colorado, Centennial State at the Headwaters, 35 Colorado Municipalities 223, August
2009; See generally, High Plains A&M, LLC v. Se. Colo. Water Conservancy Dist., 120 P.3d 710 (Colo. 2005).

initially, the Army Corps can not possible assess alternatives until they have sufficiently
identified how this project water will be used.8
The proposed plans outline four alternatives, I share apprehensions that these are neither
sufficient in themselves nor varied enough to provide for a choice for best action. Firstly, I have
concerns about the lack of information surrounding the proposed diversion points. One diversion
point proposed to take water approximately 200 feet downstream of the Seedskadee Nation
Wildlife Refuge in Wyoming. Although the Conservation group laudably decided to divert past
the refuge, inevitably this is an area the federal government seeks to protect. Taking water a mere
200 feet away will prevent any further expansion of the conservation and preservation for the
wildlife refuge. Although the EIS will address this, no alternative to this particular point was
submitted. This lack of alternatives will not allow environmentalists to rest easy. Further, the
other diversion points will potentially conflict with the public interest. This project will
inevitably jeopardize recreation activities and wildlife habitat in the Flaming Gorge National
Recreation if water is taken from either of the two remaining diversion areas.
An environmental impact statement is to provide alternatives and define issues in a
comparative format to allow decision makers and the public to establish a clear basis for choice
among options.9 The initial alternative analysis lacks the depth at which the federal rules dictate
the project alternatives should be evaluated. I do not believe the alternatives have been
“rigorously explore[d] and objectively evaluate[d]”. It would be very important for you to
substantiate that information in the EIS. However, this will be extremely hard to accomplish
without other areas such as the purpose and need fully assessed. These difficulties surrounding
alternatives only highlight that the project is not ripe for an EIS at this stage.

8
9

The previous paragraph discusses this.
40 CFR § 1502.14.

Impact on the Colorado River Basin
Colorado is entitled to Green River water under the Colorado River Compact, but “only if
the river continues to run at its 1922 level”, which appears unlikely.10 The Bureau of
Reclamation, which manages the Flaming Gorge Reservoir, acted in response to Million’s plans
by conducting a preliminary study. The 2007 research found that far less than 250,000 acre-feet
should be withdrawn from the Flaming Gorge Reservoir in order to preserve hydropower
potential and conserve endangered species downstream.11 Instead the Bureau recommends only
165, 000 acre-feet.12 Further, climate change and increasing needs from endangered species
downstream could potentially reduce these numbers further.13 These numbers clearly do not
support the intentions of the pipeline project. And if the project is not viable, why are we
jumping ahead of the game. I simply believe that the government’s resources should not be
floundered on an EIS as the practicality of the project is still undetermined.

Conclusions
Although an EIS will effectively highlight the problem areas of the project, I do not
believe the current information to be sufficient to endorse EIS analysis. Without more
information from Mr. Million, the Army Corps of Engineers cannot successfully complete their
task. The project is last in a list of potential projects to deliver water to the Front Range.
However, the proposal has not yet identified actual need and customers. The lack of specificity

10

Emily Underwood, Wild Turkey, gunfire and big pipelines, July 20, 2009, http://www.hcn.org/issues/41.12/wildturkey-gunfire-and-great-big-pipelines.
11
BNET, Feds: Not Enough Green River Water for Pipeline, Sept. 21, 2009,
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qn4188/is_20090921/ai_n35678282/.
12
Id.
13
Id.

in the proposal makes successful alternative analysis nearly impossible. Lastly, it is possible that
the plans of the Million Conservation Resource Group are not feasible. I strongly suggest that
these questions be tackled and findings be made available to the public at a more appropriate
time in the future. As this project is simply not ripe for an EIS, another comment period
following the release information confronting the feasibility and the purpose and need of the
project is necessary.
Thank you for allowing me this opportunity to be heard. I sincerely hope this clearly
explains my and shared opinions among the community.
Sincerely,

Ms. Rena Brand,
.
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_faking water out of the Green River just below Seedskadee wildlife Refuge.williower the level in the river causing ~
the temperature to increase and that isn't good for the fish. It will kill the food they.need.
::
In order to get the amount of water out of Green River at Seedskadee they will have to dam itsome how and how will
the salmon get to where they spawn?
.
~
Taking water from Seedskadee will tie the' hands to Sweetwater county for growth in the future.,
>t-o,,'O....
How about the cities of Green River and Rock Spring, with warm!;r water will come more filtering for drinkirig~~ter and
how will they grow?
How come the Million group. didn't go east for water ???
What will happen to the ~ that eat the fish?
What will happen to the deer herds, antelope, elk,. the rabbits,the snakes/the ants, pugs, the list is long!lllilill
What will happen when it gets cold and the water freezes, what about the fish in the winter..... ~
Let's taik about the g.as driven pumps, how are'they going to contfol the air pollution on them?
Who is going monitor how much water they take and what happens when they take l£dm.uch ?
Have you made sure they can take the water from there?
How will ilftffect Industry that is already taking water from the Green River?
How about the people who have water rights down stream of the inta~ who had the water before they came ?
Thev need to take the wate~out of the Green River where itm,eets Yampa Rivl'r and ~"the Flaming Gorge to make up
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.faking water out of the Green River just below Seedskadee wildlife Refugl'! .wililower the levgj, in the river causing
a;
the temperature to increase and that isn't good for the fish. It will kill the food they need.
'{:.
;:;
In order to get the amount of water out of Green River at Seedskadee they will have to dam it so <: ow and how w~Il:,Y
the salmon get to where they spawn?
S'c-p<: 7' Z~
Taking water from Seedskadee will tie the' hands to Sweetwater county for growth in the future.
~
How about the cities of Green River and Rock Spring, with warmer water will come more filtering for drinking water and
how will they grow?
How come the Million group. didn't go east for water???
What will happen to the ~ that eat the fish?
What will happen to the deer herds, antelope, elk, the rabbits, the snakes/the ants, bugs, the list is long!!!!!!!!!
What will happen when it gets cold and the water freezes, what about the fish in the winter..... ?
Let's talk about the gas driven pumps, how are they going to control the air pollution on them?
Who is going monitor how much water they take and what happens when they take ~omuch ?
Have you made sure they can take the water from there?
How will it.4lffect Industry that is already taking water from the Green River?
How about the people who have water rights down stream of the intak~ who had the water before they came?
Yampa River and ~~the Flaming Gorge to make up
They need to take the water out of the Green River where it
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May 4, 2009
Ms. Rena Brand
Regulatory Specialist
U.S. Corps of Engineers
Omaha District Office, Denver Regulating Office
9307 S. Wadsworth Boulevard
Littleton, CO 80128
Dear Ms. Brand:
Just Say NO!
Be steadfast.
Don't be coerced into making a foolish decision.
Wyoming is an arid state. We experience many droughts and probably everyone in the
state has at one time or another had to deal with water restrictions. We in Wyoming
cannot give our water away.
Mr. Million has presented his plan. You are aware of it. Wyoming citizens have strongly
voiced their opinion against it. Further discussions are a waste of time. They only give
Mr. Million and his lawyers time to pressure, use all the tricks of persuasion that
attorneys learn and use, time to manipulate to get their way, and yes, even "brainwash"
others to their way of thinking.
Allowing them to take water from Wyoming can limit our resources and potential for
growth. In Wyoming water is more precious than gold.
Information in the newspaper said that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers are holding
meetings to determine what an environmental study should address. Why do a costly
study? Does not common sense and past history count for anything? Will this study be
a crunching of numbers to show inflow, outflow, and capacity of Flaming Gorge and
then take averages or will it or will it take a historical perspective that looks at 50+ years
of weather patterns-how many years of droughts, how many of average moisture, how
many of above average moisture, and then determine a best and worst situation? Will
it look at the history of places like Lake Powell, Lake Mead, and much closer to home,
Jackson Lake? The Jackson area has had two years of above average moisture. and yet
Jackson Lake was reported as only being at 74% of capacity. After a year or two of
drought it takes a long time to bring a lake or reservoir back to its desirable level
especially if water is being drained from it such as with the proposed pipe line.
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And while studies are being looked at, what about an economic study? Flaming
is a recreation area. Tourism and visitors to the area help the economy of the a~':' We
certainly don't need anything that would negatively affect the economic crisis.<.Js are in
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What was the purpose of building the Flaming Gorge Reservoir? Somehow I don't think
that it was to supply water to the eastern part of Colorado. Why is Mr. Million not
looking to resources in Colorado? Or to other states that don't have frequent droughts
and scarcity of water?
I cannot see how Mr. Million's plan can truly have any real long-term benefits for the
Citizens of Wyoming. It seems that a decision to allow this pipeline to be built would be
selfish, short-sighted, foolish and prejudiced. What are states rights regarding water? I
would sincerely appreciate a reply to the questions that I have posed in this letter and
would ask that those answers be detailed, specific, meaningful answers that will help
me understand this better.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

P.S. I grew up in Evanston, Wyoming so have been a resident of Wyoming most of my
life.
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Ms. Rena Brand,

By taking water out of the Green River just below Seedskadee wildlife Refuge .wililower the level in the river causing
the temperature to increase and that isn't good for the fish. It will kill the food they,need.
In order to get the amount of water out of Green River at Seedskadee they will have to dam it some how and how will
the salmon get to where they spawn?
Taking water from Seedskadee will tie the' hands to Sweetwater county for growth in the future.
How about the cities of Green River and Rock Spring, with warmer water will come more filtering for drinking water and
how will they grow?
How come the Million group didn't go east for water ???
What will happen to the brides that eat the fish?
What will happen to the deer herds, antelope, elk, the rabbits the snakes the ants, bugs, the list is long!!!!!!!!!
What will happen when it gets cold and the water freezes, what about the fish in the winter.....
Let's talk about the gas driven pumps, how are they going to control the air pollution on them?
Who is going monitor how much water they take and what happens when they take to much?
Have you made sure they can take the water from there?
How will it effect Industry that is already taking water from the Green River?
How about the people who have water rights down stream of the intake who had the water before they came ?
They need to take the water out of the Green River where it meets Yampa River and us the Flaming Gorge to make up
the different...
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IF YOU HAVE NOT RESPONDED TO THE PREVIOUS MAILING and wish to
remain on the mailing list, detach and complete the postcard, add first class
postage, and return via U.S. mail, OR email your information to:
mcrg.eis@usace.army.mil. Please specify whether you prefer to receive project
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Ms. Rena Brand,
Regulatory Specialist
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District

April 3,2009

Subject: The Rape of the Green River. Flaming Gorge, and Lake Powel
Dear Ms. Brand,
As a concerned individual, but having talked to several people, who have used the
facilities, ranches, and other uses of the Green River. need to speak our feelings relative
to this proposal, being made by the Million Conservation Resource Group, for the
purpose of diverting 250,000 acre-feet of water from the Green River and Lake Flaming
Gorge.
It is sad to hear that there is a desire to further steal water from the current flow. see
damage to the Users of Flaming Gorge, the marine's, sportsman, endanger species,
motels, down river cities, further draining Lake Powel and impacting so much of what
was originally planned for the use.,o this water and the various businesses that have
existed because of this water shed.
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While I wish I could do more and have a voice in the denial for this request. I am 76
years along in my life, and wish to be at the meetings for as a voice against this plan, as I
have done over the years, when there were desires to destroy the dams along the Green,
change the water use by many forces. Well gosh, the only voice I have now is this plea to
you and the other decision maker's.

/3

PLEASE DON'T LET IT HAPPEN!

It,

I have spent so many years, alone, with family, and friends using the surrounding
country, waters, boating, hunting and camping, I hate to see a mud puddle, where the
Gor e once stood, empty towns, and another ring around the walls at Lake Powel.

/7

C/c:
(attachments)
Lake Flaming Gorge Yacht Club
Senator Robert F. Bennett
Senator Orrin Hatch
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Cine detail of the dala provided for the regional water supply project is insufficient for

SCOPing~t,

there arc multiple options presented which, given tl,e size of the proposed

ff) disturbance and scale of the project present unjque concemiJ£..rior to undertaking the NEPA
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process the proponent needs to provide a clear

proposal)
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(The potential pipeline routes, as presented, do not take topography or geology into accou:J ~

~C.hC proposal presented for scoping should, at a minimum, make an attempt at a reasonable route IJ
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prior to submission]

Given that the proposed diversion would be ajunior water right, it may be assumed that an
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effort to acquire senior water rights would be undertaken. This potential should be discussed in
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the document.
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